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iii. Abstract 
Background Recent research has shown the feasibility of using individual or a combination of 
amino acids as a replacement component for sugars in RDT formulations. What has emerged 
from this work is the notion of an optimal concentration of amino acid, i.e. one that is 
sufficiently high to provide the desired mechanical strength but not too high to impact 
disintegration time.  
Aim In this study, the degree of amino acid crystallinity in gelatin/amino acid based RDTs was 
investigated using terahertz pulsed spectroscopy. Three amino acids were investigated: 
alanine (89 g mol-1), serine (105 g mol-1), and proline (115 g mol-1).  
Methods The three amino acids were studied by terahertz pulsed spectroscopy (in the 
frequency band 0.1 to 3 THz; 3 to 100 cm-1), both in the pure crystalline form (as received from 
the manufacturer) and in the form of a co-freeze-dried matrix with gelatin (in weight fractions 
of 10:90, 30:70, 50:50, 70:30).  
Results Each pure crystalline form of amino acid displayed one or two resonance peaks at 
characteristics wave numbers, which were in general agreement with the literature (with 
alanine at 75 cm-1 and 85 cm-1; proline at 48 cm-1 and 66 cm-1 and serine centred on 67 cm-1). 
Irrespective of the amino acid in question (viz. alanine, proline, or serine) all freeze-dried 
formulations containing 10% amino acid and 90% gelatin were found to have no crystallinity 
with respect to the amino acid component. On increasing the amino acid to 30%, only those 
formulations manufactured from serine showed evidence of crystallisation behaviour. Only on 
increasing the concentration of amino acid to 50% did the spectra of alanine display the 
distinct absorption bands of their crystalline reference counterparts. The degree of crystallinity 
in serine and alanine was estimated using calibration model built from partial least square 
regression (PLSR). The increased concentration of alanine to 50%w/w and 70% w/w in freeze 
dried gelatin matrix showed an estimated degree of crystallinity to be ~62% and ~72% (± 16%) 
respectively. Similarly the degree of crystallinity in 30%w/w and 50% w/w serine/gelatin freeze 
dried matrix were estimated to be ~55% and ~97% (± 10%) respectively. 
Discussion This work has shown a rank order of solubility within the freeze-dried gelatin matrix 
of proline > alanine > serine. Unsurprisingly, the same rank order exists for the aqueous 
solubility, with serine being the least soluble (~5 g ml-1) and proline being the most soluble 
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(~162 g ml-1). The impact of hydrophobic interactions between the amino acid and gelatin are 
therefore less dominant in defining the crystallinity of the amino acid within the freeze-dried 
material. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
The most popular medicinal dosage form, making up to 50 – 60% for all prescribed and widely 
accepted by patients, is tablet (Thakur and Kashi, 2011). The United States Pharmacopoeia 
describes tablets to be solid dosage forms containing medicinal substances with the inclusion 
or omission of suitable diluents (United States Pharmacopeial Convention, 2009). They may be 
classed based on the method of manufacture e.g. compression or moulded. Tablets have many 
characteristic advantages and disadvantages when compared to other formulations like liquids 
or powder dosage forms. Some of these advantages include an ability to offer the most 
accurate dose in drug administration compared to all other formulation types. Depending on 
the formulation design and manufacturing process, tablets can be modified to release the drug 
at the required time i.e. sustained release. The product taste can also be masked to enhance 
patient acceptability and compliance.  
Although most drug manufacturer’s targets the oral route, and is the patient preferred 
method, there are some major disadvantages that render this administration route 
unfavourable. Some of these disadvantages include some patients’ inability to swallow, drug 
degradation in the acidic stomach environment, availability of good clean water, and the 
therapeutic onset. The drug bioavailability in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) determines its 
therapeutic efficiency. Drug bioavailability may be influenced by either the physiochemical 
properties of the drug molecule, choice of excipients, or the route of administration. The 
therapeutic onset period is critical in treating patients with chronic ailments like coronary 
related conditions or diabetics. The compression forces used during manufacture of 
conventional tablets might result in poor disintegration and delayed dissolution profiles, thus 
slowing the therapeutic onset when compared with liquid dosage forms. Furthermore, some 
patients suffer from some discomfort or pain when swallowing, medically referred to as 
dysphagia. About 35% of the population suffer from this condition, of which 30 - 40% are 
elderly and 18 - 20% are people in long term care facilities (Lindgren and Janzon, 1991, Sastry 
et al., 2000). This problem leads to high incidence of patients non-compliance resulting in 
ineffective drug therapy; a situation which is more common in paediatric and geriatric patients 
(Seager, 1998). Some drug molecules, mostly proteins, may be unsuitable for administration 
via the oral route due to acid degradation and may also be susceptible to liver deactivation 
during first pass metabolism in the liver increasing risks of toxicity and side effects.  
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As a result of these disadvantages associated with conventional tablets, it has become 
imperative for researchers and drug manufacturers to develop better alternatives which 
incorporate most of the advantages of conventional tablets whilst reducing the disadvantages 
to the minimum. This has led to a current shift in industrial and academic research dedicated 
to developing oral route medication intended for buccal, sublabial or sublingual disintegration 
which will avoid gastric absorption. Such formulations may widely be referred to as fast 
dissolve, rapid dissolve, quick melt and rapidly disintegrating tablets with the function and the 
concept being similar.  
 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 Rapidly Disintegrating Tablets 
Over the past three decades, orally disintegrating tablets or rapidly disintegrating tablets 
(RDTs) have received considerable pharmaceutical and academic attention (Hirani et al., 2009, 
Sastry et al., 2000). The European Pharmacopoeia (Council of Europe, 2001) adopted the term 
orodispersible tablet as a tablet to be placed in the mouth where it disperses rapidly before 
swallowing and which disintegrates in less than 3 minutes. The British Pharmacopoeia (The 
British Pharmacopoeia Commission, 2011) vaguely describes orodispersible as “uncoated 
tablets intended to be placed in the mouth where they disperse rapidly before being 
swallowed”. RDTs are solid dosage forms containing the active drug which quickly dissolves or 
disintegrate into a suspension within the buccal cavity, usually in seconds (Sastry et al., 2000). 
Other than saliva, they do not require water or need to be chewed for disintegration to occur 
(Sastry et al., 2000). Currently, this technology is used to formulate drugs to treat 
cardiovascular diseases, analgesics, neuroleptics, anti-allergics and drugs for erectile 
dysfunction (Chang, 2000). 
As a result of the immediate disintegration/dissolution on placing in the mouth, side effects 
often caused by first pass metabolites are reduced (Virley and Yarwood, 1990). Drugs 
susceptible to acidic degradation in the stomach and poorly water soluble drugs can also be 
administered at lower doses using such formulations (Corveleyn and Remon, 1998). However, 
good taste and pleasant mouth feel will also be an advantage for a better patient compliance.  
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One of the major differences between conventional tablets and RDTs is the porous nature of 
RDTs which aids liquid ingress. This characteristic should not however affect its sensitivity to 
atmospheric temperature and humidity nor should the porosity result in poor mechanical 
properties of the tablet (Fu et al., 2004). The mechanical properties of RDTs are dependent on 
the formulation design and excipients used.   
Technologies and Excipients: There are several technologies currently employed in the 
pharmaceutical industry for commercial production of RDTs. These technologies have been 
extensively reviewed in the literature (C.C. DeRoche et al., 2003, Fu et al., 2004, Goel et al., 
2008, Hirani et al., 2009, Sastry and Nyshadham, 2005, Sastry et al., 2000, Seager, 1998, Virley 
and Yarwood, 1990). Most of these technologies currently employed for manufacturing 
commercial RDTs may be categorised under the three core processes: Compaction; Moulding; 
and Freeze Drying as shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. Diagram of the technologies currently used for producing commercial RDTs. 
All these technologies aim to maximize the porosity of the final product, to improve the 
mechanical properties of the final product and to enhance disintegration time.  Each 
technology has its own limitations with regard to the final product characteristics. In general, 
compaction technologies provide for optimal mechanical strength but sometimes at the 
expense of disintegration/dissolution time, whereas the products of moulding technology and 
to some extent freeze-dried are generally considered optimal in terms of 
disintegration/dissolution profile but often too fragile for patient handling/manipulation. 
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Table 1. Summary of the modified technologies used to produce commercial RDTs (Fu et al., 2004) 
Core Technology Company Modified Technology 
Freeze drying process Cardinal Health Zydis® 
Janssen Pharmaceuticals QuickSolv® 
Pharmalyoc Lyoc® 
Elan NanoCrystal™ 
Tableting Process Cima Labs OraSolv®/DuraSolv® 
Elan Corp. Fast Melt® 
Ethypharm FlashTab® 
Eurand AdvaTab™Ziplets® 
KV Pharmaceutical OraQuick® 
SPI Pharma Pharmburst™ 
Akina Frosta® 
Moulding Yamanouchi WOWTAB® 
 
Moulding Technologies RDTs are mainly prepared by compressing water soluble excipients 
previously wetted with either water or ethanol into moulded plates to form wetted mass. The 
wet mass is further made into tablets at a pressure which is usually lower than used in making 
conventional tablets. The physical structure and porosity of the final product will depend on 
the extent it dissolves in the molten carrier. This is because after the application of heat to 
remove the solvent, the spaces previously occupied by the solvent molecules forms voids 
within the matrix. For instance a highly dissolvable excipient will yield a very porous matrix 
after the solvent has been removed. Unfortunately, these tablets lack the appropriate 
mechanical properties resulting in erosion and breakage during handling. As shown in Figure 1, 
at least three different techniques have emerged from the moulding technology; compression 
moulding, moulding by vacuum without freeze drying and heat moulding. 
The heat moulding process is a patented technology (Masaki and Ban, 1995) that combines a 
suspension of the active drug, agar solution and sugar into a blister packaging well. The wet 
mass is solidified at room temperature to form a jelly which still contains moisture. Under 
vacuum, the wet mass is finally dried at approximately 30 °C to remove moisture to leave out 
voids. It is claimed in the patent that, the use of agar not only acts as a binder, but also has an 
effect in improving the mechanical strength of the formulation as it is directly part of the 
formulation matrix. 
Unlike the heat moulding process, moulding by vacuum without lyophilisation process 
evaporates the solvent from the drug suspension at ambient pressure (Dobetti, 2003, Fu et al., 
2004). In this process the drug solution or suspension is poured into the required moulds and 
the mixture is frozen to form a solidified matrix. The solidified mass is finally subjected to 
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vacuum drying within the collapse and equilibrium freezing temperature range of the 
excipients leading to a formulation with a partially collapsed matrix (Parakh and Gothoskar, 
2003). The difference between this method and freeze drying technology (to be considered in 
detail in later Sections) is that, in this process, evaporation of free unbound solvent occurs 
from a solid through the liquid phase into a gas, under controlled conditions, instead of the 
process of sublimation associated with freeze drying. The vacuum drying helps to improve the 
density of the matrix and enhance the mechanical stability of the product.  
It was shown in the literature that by evaporating the frozen mixture consisting of a gum (e.g. 
acacia, xanthan), carbohydrate (e.g. dextrose, lactose, maltose or mannitol) and a solvent 
contained in a tablet mould, RDTs with a disintegration time of about 20 seconds to one 
minute can be produced (Pebley et al., 1994).  
In the compression moulding process, the powder blend is initially moistened with a 
hydroalcoholic solvent before it is pressed into moulds to form a wet mass. The solvent is 
subsequently removed by air drying which results in a formulation with a less compact matrix 
but highly porous in structure when compared to traditional tablets (Parakh and Gothoskar, 
2003).  
Two major advantages of the moulding technique are: 
 The presence of water soluble polysaccharide sugars improves the disintegration time 
and 
 The formulation generally has an acceptable taste as a result of the incorporated 
sugar. 
However, RDTs produced by this technology generally lack good mechanical properties (Fu et 
al., 2004).  
Compaction technologies with some modifications has been extended from producing 
traditional tablets to RDTs with the technique easier to adapt in manufacturing scale and 
hence lower manufacturing cost when compared to producing freeze dried RDTs. It also has 
the advantage having fewer process steps when compared to the other techniques (Shukla et 
al., 2009).  
RDTs produced by this method may possess acceptable disintegration qualities based on the 
single or corporate actions of disintegrants and in some cases effervescent couples.   
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There are two major components used in this technique; the disintegrating agents and 
swelling agents. It has been earlier explained that, the disintegration rate is thought to occur 
through the combined actions of the disintegrant, swelling agents and the amount of water 
absorbed (Caramella et al., 1984). The disintegration rate is influenced by the “critical 
concentration” of the disintegrant. Below the “critical concentration”, the disintegration rate is 
expected to be inversely proportional to the concentration of the disintegrant. However above 
the critical concentration, disintegration rate was either expected to increase or remain 
constant (Ringard and Guyothermann, 1988).  
Generally, inclusion of saccharides in compaction technology based RDTs have improve 
disintegration time, although any individual saccharide can only enhance either the mechanical 
or disintegration properties. These saccharides have been divided into two categories; high 
mouldability (e.g. maltose and maltitol) and low mouldability (e.g. lactose and mannitol).  
Mouldability was used in the context as the ability of the saccharide to be compressed rather 
than moulding for wet or melt granulation. The term: low mouldability meant the saccharide 
had low compressibility and was very porous during compression. In contrast, high 
mouldability meant high compressibility but low porosity.   
The Orasolv® technology (Cima Labs) is a patented modified traditional tableting technology 
used to develop over-the-counter RDT formulations (Wehling et al., 1993) based on the 
incorporation of effervescent couples as a disintegrant. It is produced using low compression 
pressure and effervescent disintegration pair, which includes an acid source (citric acid, 
fumaric acid, malic acid) and a carbonate source (sodium bicarbonate, potassium bicarbonate, 
potassium carbonate). The disintegrant is water sensitive, thus when in contact with moisture 
or saliva, CO2 is evolved. The concentration of disintegrant couple used is usually around 
20% to 25% of the total weight of the preparation (Fu et al., 2004). The gas release provides a 
distinct, pleasant sensation of effervescence (fizzing or bubbling) in the mouth.  
Briefly, it was explained that the preparation contains multi-particulate forms that are capable 
of accommodating high drug dosing. The multi-particulates are made up of the drug dispensed 
in a suitable polymer which may include ethyl cellulose, methyl cellulose or acrylate with the 
inclusion of mannitol and magnesium oxide. In this instance, mannitol and magnesium oxide 
acts as drug release promoters from the polymeric coating (Sastry et al., 2000). The active drug 
component and mannitol are mixed with the polymeric dispersion under gentle continuous 
stirring, after which the magnesium oxide is added. The blend is dried for up to one hour at 
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50°C, de-lumped to ensure a homogeneous blend and dried for another one hour at 50 °C. The 
multi-particulates are loosely compressed into tablets at 1 – 2 kp hardness. This helps maintain 
the product fragility and surface coating used to mask poor taste.  
Due to the low compaction force, the in vivo disintegration time is improved significantly when 
compared to the conventional tablet. However, the lower compaction force also impacts on 
the mechanical properties, and therefore are required in specially packaged foil-foil blisters.  
Freeze drying technique for making RDTs has shown some improved disintegration properties 
when compared with the other techniques used. When in contact with moisture, freeze dried 
RDTs instantaneously disintegrates to release the drug due to the highly porous microstructure 
of the matrix.  
Two major components are incorporated into RDTs formulated by this method. The first 
component forms the matrix, providing the tablet shape and some mechanical support during 
manufacturing and patient handling. These are mostly water soluble polymers such as gelatin, 
dextran, dextrin, polyvinylpyrrolidone and alginate (Sastry et al., 2000, Virley and Yarwood, 
1990). They also physically entrap the active drug during the freeze drying process.  
The second major component includes sugars (e.g. sucrose, lactose, glucose) and polyols (e.g. 
xylitol, mannitol). These acts as disintegrants and enhances the mechanical properties of the 
RDTs. However, to achieve the desirable disintegration and mechanical properties, high 
concentrations of sugars and polyols are required (Chandrasekhar et al., 2009, Seager, 1998).  
Some of the current commercially available and pre-approved RDTs are shown in Table 2. 
Undoubtedly, the majority of RDTs have been prepared based on the Zydis® technology. There 
has been an in depth review of this technology by (Fu et al., 2004).   
Due to the negative lower temperatures used in this process, water soluble drugs can form 
eutectic mixtures that cause freezing-point depression. During freezing, glassy solids may be 
formed which can cause a collapse in the process of drying. This is due to the supporting 
structure losing its integrity during sublimation (Fix, October, 1998, Jennings, 1999, Seager, 
1998). However, drug loading for water insoluble drugs can be as much as 400 mg. The 
optimum disintegration and mechanical properties are lost when the dose is increased any 
higher (Fix, October, 1998, Seager, 1998). As a result, RDTs manufactured with this technique 
require special packaging such as PVC plastic packs, Aclar laminates or aluminium foil–foil. The 
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main purpose of these packaging is to ensure the product does not absorb any atmospheric 
moisture. 
Table 2. Some examples of commercially available, preapproved or submitted RDT products. Table 
reproduced from (Fu et al., 2004) 
Brand Name Active Ingredient Application Manufacturer Technology 
Claritin®RediTabs® Loratidine Antihistamine Schering Corp. Zydis® 





Pepcid®ODT Famotidine Anti-ulcer 
Zyprexa® Olanzapine Psychotic disorders Eli Lilly 
Zofran®ODT Ondansetron Anti-emetic GlaxoSmithKline 
Children’s Dimetapp® 
ND 
Loratidine Allergy Wyeth consumer 
healthcare 
Zubrin™(pet drug) Tepoxalin Canine NSAID Schering Corp. 
Zelapar Selegiline Parkinson’s disease Elan/Amarin Corp. 
Klonopin®  Wafers Clonazepam Sedation Roche 
Risperdal®M-Tab™ Risperidone Schizophrenia Janssen 








Acetaminophen Analgesic Bristol-Myers Squibb OraSolv® 









1.1.2 Summary for technologies used in making RDTs 
As shown in Table 2, freeze drying technology could be considered a suitable process for 
manufacturing RDTs because it delivers a highly porous, often amorphous matrix that will 
inevitably dissolve rapidly. However, such RDTs are characterised by poor mechanical 
properties. Conversely the compaction technologies for making RDTs are generally considered 
optimal relative to mechanical properties but unless formulated with enough disintegrants, 
will not necessarily disintegrate and dissolve quickly.  
The issue with RDTs formulated with freeze dry technology with respect to mechanical 
strength can be addressed through the addition of high concentration crystallising sugars. 
These same sugars are used in compaction technology based RDTs as disintegrants. The high 
concentration of sugars required in the formulation does not make freeze dried RDTs ideal for 
certain patient groups such as diabetics, paediatrics and patients with chronic diseases. An 
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alternative is to substitute polyols and sugars with small molecular weight additives that can 
improve the mechanical and perhaps the disintegration properties of RDTs. 
The potential for amino acids to fulfil this role is evident from the number of successful 
pharmaceutical formulations and literature work. It has been suggested that amino acids 
would be attractive alternatives to sugars/polyols, not only because of the benefits to certain 
patient groups but also because there is a possibility that the mechanical properties might be 
optimised at a lower concentration of total solids, thereby creating the opportunity to increase 
the dose of the active drug component. However, what is not currently understood is how the 
choice of specific amino acid or combinations and the concentrations at which optimal 
mechanical properties and disintegration may be achieved.  
 
1.1.3 Hypothesis 
Amino acids have different physical properties which affect their solubility and crystallinity. In 
amino-acid containing freeze-dried RDTs, it might be that one amino acid would crystallise at a 
lower concentration than the others but will have poor solubility. Whilst this may enhance 
mechanical properties, the disintegration and dissolution might be adversely impacted. 
Likewise another amino acid might remain in solution, to ultimately end-up in an amorphous 
state at the end of the freeze-drying cycle, thus will have a good disintegration and dissolution 
profile but would not necessarily contribute much to the mechanical properties. It would be 
interesting therefore to be able to quantify and characterise the crystallinity achieved from a 
range of freeze dried amino acids. This will contribute towards better understanding of the 
relationship between mechanical strength and crystallinity and help select from some of the 
formulation design choices identified in Figure 2.  
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1.1.4 Amino acids and gelatin 
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properties but may 














Figure 2. Schematic summary of the technologies used in making rapidly disintegrating tablets and the 
design options for enhancing the final product quality attributes. 
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Amino acids are well known biological molecules which have been used extensively in 
formulations as disintegration enhancers  (Fukami et al., 2006), lubricants in oral tablets 
(Rotthauser et al., 1998) and in freeze-dried products as cryoprotectants (Mohammed et al., 
2007) and bulking agent (Akers et al., 1995, Akers et al., 1994). 
They are molecules characterised with a common backbone of an amine and carboxyl terminal 
attached to a central carbon atom. The central carbon atom is attached to a side chain (R 
group) which determines the characteristics of each specific amino acid. They are also referred 
to as α amino acid since the amino group is attached to the carbon atom immediately adjacent 
to the carboxyl group i.e. the α carbon. The α-carbon is attached to four groups and therefore 
is a chiral carbon atom except in the case of the simplest amino acid, glycine. Hence, all amino 
acids except glycine can exist in two different stereoisomers, the L and D form with only the L- 
form present in proteins during translation in the ribosome (Lubec and Rosenthal, 1990). The 
basic molecular structure of an amino acid is shown in Figure 3. 
 
Amino acids are crystalline solids with high range of melting temperatures ~200 °C to 300 °C 
(Rodante and Marrosu, 1990, Rodante et al., 1992, Grunenberg et al., 1984). This is because 
the dominant interaction within individual molecules is ionic rather than hydrogen bonds and 
other intermolecular interactions. The side group of each amino acid makes the molecule 
distinct and determines certain physical and chemical properties of the entire amino acid 
molecule. 
One of such characteristics is discussed in context of the impact it might have on the 
disintegration and mechanical properties of RDTs. 
Hydrophilic/Hydrophobic of the R- side chain – The major reason for amino acid as an 
alternative to sugars is the possibility of enhancing the mechanical properties whilst having 














Figure 3. The molecular structure of an α amino acid in the L- stereoisomeric form. 
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that can impact on the propensity to crystallise and disintegrate in a gelatin/API matrix is the 
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the side chain. It is well documented that the 
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the R- side-chains can significantly impact on crystallization in 
the absence of solvent (Liu and Li, 2008) for instance in freeze dried matrix of gelatin/amino 
acid.  
Different amino acids have different hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity due to the chemical 
properties of the side chain. For instance, by virtue of the hydroxyl group in the organic 
constituent of serine, it is considered a polar amino acid which may impact on its aqueous 
solubility. In contrast, alanine is considered a non polar amino acid by virtue of the presence of 
a methyl group and therefore less soluble in aqueous solution. The solubility profiles of some 
amino acids have been extensively studied in water and other mixed solvents (Tseng et al., 
2009, Held et al., Ji and Feng, 2008).  
Another property of an amino acid influenced by the R- side chain 
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity is the wettability of its crystalline powder. The disintegration 
process in oral tablets is initiated by wetting the surface of the powder bed. It has been 
established that, whilst some amino acids required few seconds before wetting onsets, others 
are wetted instantly. Alhusban et al. reported that whilst proline is wetted instantly, alanine 
and arginine required 1.0 ±0.7s and 4.9 ±2.1s respectively (AlHusban et al., 2010b). Fukami et 
al. showed that the wetting profiles of amino acids was dependant on the difference in the 
physical properties which may be related to the surface properties by using surface 
penetration methods (Fukami et al., 2005).  
Relative to propensity to crystallise, it has been explained that when hydrophobic amino acids 
such as alanine and proline crystallise from an aqueous solution, the amino group interacts 
with the carboxyl group via hydrogen bonding, and the hydrophobic side-chains are inclined to 
assemble together via van der Waals interaction (Kyte, 2003). However, in the presence of a 
polymer such as gelatin, a non polar molecule (hydrophobic) such as proline and alanine tends 
to interact with the side chains of the gelatin to form a single stranded triple helix (deWolf and 
Keller, 1996), which is capable of absorbing more water. Furthermore, a previous study 
concluded that the metastable polymorphs of L-alanine and L-proline can be formed via 
sublimation process in freeze drying. This means, for such amino acids, high concentrations 
must be incorporated into the gelatin matrix to achieve some degree of crystallinity.   
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In the case of hydrophilic amino acids, when crystallized from aqueous solution, the crystal 
structure has its own distinct hydrogen interaction arrangements that involve not only the 
amine and carboxyl groups, but also donating and accepting groups in the R- side chain 
(Janczak et al., 1997). In the presence of water, the amino and carboxyl groups are ionized into 
the zwitterionic form leading to the presence of both short and long range interaction forces 
between the charged species.  
Hence whilst it will be ideal to use hydrophilic amino acids to enhance mechanical properties, 
this may impact on disintegration since the required lattice energy will be high when 
compared to hydrophobic amino acids. In this project, the molecular structure of three 
different amino acids will be considered relative to their hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity and 
how this influences their ability to exist as a crystal solid. These will include the L- 
stereoisomers of alanine, proline, and serine. 
L-alanine is the simplest α-amino acid with a stereoisomer and is sometimes classified as an 
aliphatic amino acid due to the α-carbon atom being bound to a methyl (CH3) side chain. The 
CH3 side chain of L-alanine (shown in Figure 4) is non-polar but has limited contribution to the 
overall hydrophobicity of alanine molecule.  
.  
 
In a recent publication which focused on using Born−Oppenheimer molecular dynamics to 
study L-alanine, it was identified that the non-polar side chain defines the direction of 
movement of the molecule. The study showed that, it was energetically favourable for methyl 
side group to avoid hydration by migrating to water surface compared to hydrating the entire 
L-alanine molecule. As a result, it was inferred that the first hydration shell of l-alanine was 












Figure 4. The molecular structure of alanine (Circled is the neutral non polar organic constituent) 
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However, as shown by Alhusban et. al., crystallisation can be achieved in excess concentration 
when freeze dried with gelatin. It was reported that alanine has two flexible torsion angles 
which are relevant to its crystal packing. These are the rotation of the amino group (τ1) and the 
carboxyl group (τ2) as shown in Figure 4. In a density functional theory of isolated molecule 
calculations, it was observed that conformational energy of crystal alanine was less compared 
to a more optimised geometry. This was explained that in an isolated molecule, a strong 
intramolecular hydrogen bond exist whilst in crystal alanine, the amine group orientates in the 
crystal structures  to allow the three amino hydrogen atoms to hydrogen bond with the oxygen 
atoms which breaks the intramolecular hydrogen bond (Cooper et al., 2007). As a result it was 
suggested that the crystal packing in alanine induces extreme changes on the molecular 
conformation. Therefore, with respect to disintegration, it will be expected that crystal 
alanine/gelatin will have a better disintegration profile when compared to amorphous 
alanine/gelatin freeze dried cake since lattice energy may be less. In contrast however, 
Alhusban et al., 2010b showed that in a gelatin matrix containing 10% and 30% w/w of alanine, 
the disintegration profile of the 30% alanine/gelatin matrix had a shorter disintegration time. 
Increasing the concentration any further impacted negatively on the disintegration as this 
increased the degree of crystallinity.   
Proline molecule has its α-amino group included in a side chain of a pyrrolidine ring. It lacks an 
amide proton and as a result it is seen less frequently in both helical and β-strand structures 
rather than being observed in alternates. When observed in the helix, it is usually located at 
the first two residues and not in the internal regions, perhaps due to the lack of hydrogen 
bond donor activities (Richardson and Richardson, 1989) and stereochemical restrictions. 










Figure 5. The molecular structure of L-proline which indicates a cyclic side chain. 
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Although proline has a non-polar side chain, previous work has indicated it is easily wetted and 
very soluble in water (AlHusban et al., 2010a, AlHusban et al., 2010b) even at sub-zero 
temperatures (Rasmussen et al., 1997). As such, in the pharmaceutical industry, proline is 
incorporated into formulations as an osmopectant. Osmopectants are small molecules that 
can behave as osmolytes in other to help organisms survive the stress of extreme osmotic 
environments.  
Serine has a polar side chain of methoxyl group (shown in Figure 6) making it a hydrophilic 
molecule. This side group improves the solubility of serine in an aqueous solution although this 
solubility is dependent on the pH of the solution. The effects of pH on the solubility of some 
amino acids have been published (Tseng et al., 2009).  
 
 
Generally, the thermal properties of a solution of amino acid are studied and the phase 
transition correlated with the disintegration. The predictions based on such studies may vary 
in real solid drug systems containing crystalline amino acids. Furthermore, phase transitions 
observed in crystalline amino acids are related to the self-assembling of amino acid molecules 
(Gorbitz, 1989, Vinogradov, 1979). Hence, data analysis based on phase transitions may 
therefore only give an indication of the material characteristics in aqueous environments but 












Figure 6. The molecular structure of L-serine indicating methoxyl side chain 
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Table 3. Summary of some basic properties of the selected amino acids (National Institute of 
Standards and Technology, 2011). 
Amino acid Side chain Polarity (side 
chain) 
Charge(side 
chain pH 7) 
Molecular 
weight 
Alanine -CH3 (methyl) Non polar Neutral 89.09 
Proline -C4H9N (Pyrrolidine) Non polar Neutral 115.13 
Serine -HOCH2 (methoxyl) Polar Neutral 105.09 
 
 High Intermediate Low 
Hydropathy Index
1
 Alanine 1.8 Serine -0.8 Proline -1.8 
Solubility (g/100ml H20 at 25 ˚C) Proline 162.3 Alanine 16.65 Serine 5.02 
Melting temperature (˚C) Alanine  258 Serine  246 Proline  205 - 228 
 
Gelatin is a biopolymer derived from the hydrolysis of collagen which is the main protein 
component of connective tissues (Jones, 1987). There are two main types of gelatin, 
categorised based on the method of production. Type A is prepared by acid hydrolysis with 
manufacturing process lasting between seven to ten days. Gelatin from animal skins is usually 
obtained through this method since they require less time for pre-treatment. Type B in 
contrast, is made by basic hydrolysis which takes longer. This process is thus suitable for 
processing gelatin from bovine bones. The basic manufacturing process has been explained in 
depth by previous publications (Jones, 1987). Briefly, it is explained that, the bones are 
decalcified by washing with acid to produce ossein, a spongy-like material, which is soaked in 
lime pits. The gelatin is later extracted from the treated ossein with hot water after few weeks.  
One of the most important properties of gelatin is the bloom strength and viscosity. The bloom 
strength is a measure of how rigid gelatin can withstand standard plunger 4 mm with a certain 
load using specific proposed conditions as described in the publish work (Choi and Regenstein, 
2000). The quality of gelatin for a specific application is dependent on the rheological 
properties (Stainsby, 1987, Totre et al., 2011). These properties are dependent on the 
molecular properties of gelatin with respect to the amino acid constituent, which is unique in 
the different species, and the molecular weight distribution due to processing conditions 
employed (Gómez-Guillén et al., Totre et al., 2011).  The gelling properties of the final product 
are affected by proline and hydroxyproline contents. Hydroxyproline is thought to help in 
stabilizing the triple-stranded collagen helix due to its ability to hydrogen-bond via its OH 
                                                          
1
 Hydropathy index ranks the hydrophobicity of amino acid residues. The more positive a value is, the 
more hydrophobic the amino acid residue is. 
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group (Burjanadze, 1979). Gelatin is made up of a combination of different polypeptides that 
usually present a band pattern distribution associated with type I collagen. It has been 
explained that  such gelatin was characterized with 2α1/α2 chain ratio of ~2 with 3β- and 4γ-
components covalently linked to α-chain dimers and trimers respectively (Stainsby, 1987). The 
decrease in the occurrence of β- and γ-components , with an increase in degradants  are 
normally due to the intense extracting conditions like pH, temperature and time (Johnston-
Banks, 1990). 
Gelation and viscosity texture are related properties determined by the structure, molecular 
size and temperature of the system. Gelatin chain in aqueous solution may be covalently cross-
linked to form matrices that can swell to form a gelatine hydrogel.  
Gelatin has broad applications in the pharmaceutical industries as a result of its gel forming 
abilities. It is used in the production of a recognised dosage forms like the soft and hard gelatin 
capsules, used for tablet coating, binder and granulation, and also applied in encapsulation 
and micro-encapsulation. Due to its biocompatibility, gelatin has also been used in the 
production of edible films, as another form of formulation type. It has been documented in 
previous publications that amongst hydrocolloids, gelatin is unique in forming thermo-
reversible gels with the melting point similar to the body temperature (Achet and He, 1995, 
Gómez-Guillén et al., Totre et al., 2011). Gelatin forms a three dimensional network in water 
with small regions of intermolecular microcrystalline junctions (Slade and Levine, 1987) that 
may produce brittle films when dehydrated (Vanin et al., 2005). To improve the flow 
properties, flexibility and mechanical strength of the network, plasticizer can be added (Aydinli 
and Tutas, 2000). Currently gelatin films are plasticized by hydroxyl compounds and polyols. 
Polyols are good plasticizers for protein-based materials because they help to reduce 
intermolecular interactions while increasing the spaces between molecules (Audic and 
Chaufer, 2005). 
                                                          
2
 Three polypeptide units. Since α chain of various types gelatin is different, they are called α1, α2, etc.  
3
 Dimer of an α chain 
4
 Trimer of an α chain 
TOTRE, J., ICKOWICZ, D. & DOMB, A. J. 2011. Properties and homostatic application of gelatin. In: DOMB, 
A. J. & KUMAR, N. (eds.) Biodegradable polymers in clinical use and clinical development 1ed. New 
Jersey: John Wiley & Sons. 
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1.2 Physical Properties of freeze dried RDTs 
Freeze dried RDTs are mostly amorphous cakes with highly porous matrix structure. The 
quality of the freeze dried cake can be assessed by visual observation. Good cake has non-
reduced volume and uniform texture. If shrinkage or collapse of the final product occurs then 
the volume of the final freeze dried product is less than the volume of the initial frozen matrix. 
The collapse of the final product will likely be an indication of poor formulation type, wrong 
parameters used during primary drying, or the presence of excess moisture (Pikal and Shah, 
1990). 
 
1.2.1 Moisture content and Glass transition 
The moisture content of freeze dried RDTs is an indication of other associated physical and 
chemical properties of the finished product. For instance, the Zydis technology produces RDTs 
that may degrade at humidity greater than 65% (Fu et al., 2004).  
There are two categories of moisture that is encountered in freeze dried product: residual 
moisture and bound water. The major differences between these two forms of moisture are 
interactions that exist between them and the excipients. 
Bound water is associated with the stability of the active component or other excipients. There 
are two forms of bound water; water of hydration and surface water. For instance in freeze-
dried gelatin/amino acid base RDT, surface water is involved in defining the configuration of 
the gelatin polymer.  
The residual water or water gained during storage can affect the glass transition temperature, 
Tg, working as a plasticiser. The higher the moisture content, the lower the Tg. In this case, 
recrystallization of the amorphous components can occur, which inevitably affects the 
disintegration and dissolution profiles, which are extremely important for RDTs. 
 
1.2.2 Mechanical properties of freeze-dried product 
Freeze dried amino acids are mostly amorphous cakes with large pores which helps ingress of 
water to collapse the matrix. However, amorphous materials lack long-range order within the 
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molecular arrangement. Therefore the position of molecules relative to one another is 
considered to be more random than in a crystal, thus an unstable matrix which is often very 
fragile and crumbles when handled. Thus with respect to most pharmaceutical excipients and 
especially those considered in this area of study, post freeze dried cakes are mechanically 
weak. As a result, special packaging is required which further increases the cost. 
The alternative is to therefore include adjuvants that crystallise out during the freeze drying 
process. The major advantage of this design option is based on the fact that crystalline 
materials have ordered arrangement of molecules with very low molecular mobility. Inevitably, 
a pure crystalline material may also have a compromised disintegration profile. Thus the 
proportion between crystalline and amorphous parts in the freeze dried RDT becomes very 
important and underpins the need for balance between solubility and mechanical properties.  
Therefore it is important to be able to quantify some of the physical properties like crystallinity 
that can be observed in a complex system of freeze dried gelatin/amino acid in-situ. The 
feasibility for using different techniques in the characterization of amino acid crystallinity will 
be compared in the next section. 
 
1.3 Some quantification techniques used to determine 
crystallinity 
Whilst RDTs prepared by freeze drying technology are required to be porous and sometimes 
amorphous, these dosage forms particularly those prepared with the Zydis® technology may 
melt between the fingers due to its high sensitivity to moisture. Hence a certain degree of 
crystallinity may be required to ensure it has acceptable mechanical properties without 
impacting on the disintegration time. The degree of crystallinity in RDTs is particularly 
important for future predictions of the stability profile (shelf life), susceptibility to moisture 
uptake, mechanical properties and the disintegration profile.  
Many analytical technologies may be employed to study qualitatively and quantitatively the 
degree of crystallinity in RDTs. Currently, technologies ranging from powder X-ray diffraction 
(PXRD) (Davidovich et al., 2004), spectroscopic (Korter et al., 2006, Matei et al., 2005, 
Mathlouthi et al., 1986) and thermal analytical methods (Grunenberg et al., 1984, Rodante and 
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Marrosu, 1990, Rodante et al., 1992) have been  used to study amino acids, with varying 
degrees of success. These technologies have been used to understand the relationship 
between amino acid structure and intermolecular interactions, identify the different 
stereoisomers and importantly quantifying the degree of crystallinity in solutions. The 
following section discusses some of the available technologies  
 
1.3.1 Thermal analysis 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is widely used thermal analytical method in the 
pharmaceutical industry for analysing the purity of materials and characterising materials 
(crystallisation, polymorphism, state transitions, etc.).  
However, an RDT formulation containing a polymorphic material, during thermal analysis could 
melt to the metastable liquid before re-crystallising to a different polymorphic form e.g. 
L alanine which indicated at least six polymorphs  (Liu and Li, 2008). Furthermore the literature 
explained that it was demanding to maintain phase equilibrium when studying polymorphic 
materials. Thus during the process, the crystal growth and homogeneity cannot be controlled 
(Ferguson et al., 2000).  
A major limitation of thermal analysis is the decomposition of amino acids at elevating 
temperature. It has also been explained that the application of heat to amino acids leads to 
the formation of gases like CO, NH3, and other linear and cyclic compounds which makes 
quantitative analysis difficult (Rodante and Marrosu, 1990, Rodante et al., 1992). Moreover, 
the thermal curves are subject to variations in heating rates, for this reason, the initial 
decomposition temperature of same amino acid has been reported differently (Grunenberg et 
al., 1984, Rodante and Marrosu, 1990, Rodante et al., 1992, Wendlandt, 1982). 
A typical example of a DSC thermogram of an amino acid is as shown in Figure 7 indicating one 
asymmetric endothermic peak with dual local maxima near 230-235 oC. This peak can be 
ascribed to the melting transition with onset Temperature 220 oC. The end temperature of the 
phase transition and enthalpy of melting cannot be assessed properly due to exothermic 
decomposition following shortly after (or during) the melting process. The evidences for the 
decomposition are the following:  (i) there is a sharp dropping in heat flow after the 
endothermic peak. (ii) The base line dropped down significantly from ~18 mW before 
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transitions to, ~3.2 mW after the transitions. Thus, there is an overlapping of melting and 
decomposition processes in the same temperature range. 
  
Figure 7. Differential scanning calorimetry thermogram of crystal L-serine. Highlighted areas 
corresponding to melting endothermic peak and decomposition exotherm.  
DSC is widely used for estimating the percentage crystallinity in pharmaceutical materials. The 
quantitative approach is based on the enthalpy of melting, which can be calculated as the area 
under the melting peak.  There are few sources of inaccuracy in such calculations, one of which 
is related to heat transfer into pan with material in DSC chamber. It has been explained that 
for quantitative analysis, one should account for resistance in heat transfer at the interface 
between the pan and sample and the time differences between the inherent DSC control 
mechanism (Batch and Macosko, 1991), which is not accounted for when using “area under 
the peak” method for quantification.   
The preliminary analysis has shown that in the case of amino acids, the overlapping of the 
melting and decomposition processes means DSC technique is not feasible to estimate the 
degree of crystallinity in semi-crystalline materials such as amino acids. Thus, some other 
techniques should be considered for the study of the temperature-sensitive materials, like 
amino-acids. 
1.3.2 Spectroscopic Techniques 
Currently, spectroscopic and powder X-ray diffraction techniques are more favoured to study 
the degree of crystallinity and polymorphism in pharmaceutical materials.  
Near Infra-Red spectroscopy (NIRS) is a technique which measures the molar absorptivity of 
materials based on their characteristic molecular overtones and combination vibrations of the 
mid-infrared bands. It is commonly used to identify intra-molecular bond vibrations originating 
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from –CH, -OH, -NH and –SH (Siesler et al., 2002).The infrared radiation lies within the 
frequency range of 800 nm to 2500 nm of the electromagnetic spectrum (Donald A. Burns and 
Ciurczak, 2008). Due to wide absorption range, NIRS is mostly robust for probing large 
materials with less emphasis on the sample preparation. 
NIRS has been used to previously study crystallinity of pharmaceutical materials, 
polymorphism, moisture content (Bai et al., 2004) in freeze dried cakes (Kamat et al., 1989) 
and the disintegration profile of RDTs prepared by compaction technique (Narazaki et al., 
2004). The major similarities from these separate studies is that, the spectra measured by NIRS 
is complicated with respect to different bonds sometimes being identified at the same 
frequency or overlapping each other.   
Furthermore, the molar absorptivity measured by NIRS is low, making the technique less 
sensitive due to the wide frequency range it measures. Relative to crystallinity, it has been 
explained in previous work that intramolecular vibrations are indirectly affected by crystal 
changes (Snyder, 1961). Hence a direct technology that probes intermolecular vibrations will 
be considered for this study.    
Raman spectroscopic technology originates from the inelastic light scattering referred to as 
Raman radiation. The scattering is energy originating as a result of shedding monochromatic 
light shed onto a material. The scattered energy consists of radiation of the incident frequency 
and a small fraction of photons with shifted frequencies. This technique like infrared, also 
measures molecular vibration and changes due to rotational energy. However, in Raman 
spectroscopy, the vibrations are related to the polarizability of the molecule and not dipole 
moments. The polarizability is dependent on how tightly electrons are bounded to the central 
nuclei. Currently, there are two main technologies used in Raman spectroscopy; dispersive 
Raman and Fourier transfer Raman (FTR).  The major difference between these two techniques 
is the type of laser used and the detection and analysis mechanism. FTR has one major 
advantage over dispersive Raman due to the possibility of less fluorescence. FTR incorporates 
lasers capable of exciting longer wavelengths using less energy. This helps to reduce 
fluorescence interferences, capable of masking Raman signals. An in depth principles of FTR 
operation has been well documented in the works of (McCreery, 2005). 
The characteristics of Raman radiation are dependent on the chemical composition of the 
material with every material having unique spectra features. Since the intensity of light scatter 
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is also dependent on the amount of material being analysed, it can be inferred that, this tool 
can be used for both qualitative and quantities analysis. Figure 9 shows the unique spectra 
features of gelatin and L-serine. It can be observed that at the low frequencies between 0 cm-1 
to 100 cm-1 (terahertz domain), there are distinct features which if resolved can yield rich 
source of information about the material. The absorption spectra of gelatin showed no 
distinctive scattering at this same frequency range whilst a distinctive absorption band was 
observed for crystalline l-serine. The absorption bands observed at 3000 cm-1 appears to be 
artefact of the instrument or fluorescence. Furthermore, in the mid infrared region (between 
750 cm-1 and 950 cm-1) there are also distinct absorption bands. 
 
 
Figure 8. Typical Raman spectra of L-serine and gelatin indicating the distinctive absorption bands. 
(Insert spectra features at the (I) terahertz domain and (II) portions of the mid IR). Absorption spectra 
measured at Nottingham University. 
 
This technology may be feasible for measuring vibrational spectrum of both solids and liquid 
materials as signals are not interfered by water; such, can be used to analyse complex samples 
including live tissues, and in vivo.  Recent technological advances have made it possible for the 
I 
II 
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Raman signal to be measurable with small probe head linked to a portable Raman apparatus 
via optical fibre. The technology is also marred by some limitations. For instance, due to heat 
produced from the intense laser radiation, the samples may be destroyed. The detectors used 
must be very sensitive to enhance the weak Raman Effect. Similar to bond overlapping 
associated with measurements by NIR technology, this also makes Raman spectroscopy 
unattractive technique to some academia. 
Terahertz Pulsed Spectroscopy (TPS) is a novel spectroscopic technology that has the ability to 
directly probe intermolecular interactions. It has been suggested that atomic level 
representation of amino acids and other biological molecule can be created from using 
terahertz measurements of frequency vibrations (Markelz et al., 2000, Yamamoto et al., 2005). 
Previous studies also concluded that different types of crystalline and amorphous materials 
can be easily differentiated by using their terahertz absorption spectra (Strachan et al., 2004, 
Strachan et al., 2005, Taday et al., 2003). Therefore, this tool has shown potential for both on-
line and off-line qualitative and quantitative study of crystalline amino acids and freeze dried 
materials. In a recent study (Walther et al., 2003) on polycrystalline saccharides, it was shown 
that a series of distinct absorption bands were observed whilst for amorphous sugars a broad, 
featureless absorption spectrum is observed. It was explained that the ordered arrangements 
of molecules in crystalline materials led to precise lowest intermolecular vibrational modes 
which are detected by terahertz technology. 
Terahertz radiation generated with modified Fourier transform infra-red technology have been 
used previously to study binary systems like L-serine, cysteine, L and D,L-alanine, D,L-valine, 
and others (Korter et al., 2006, Murli et al., 2006, Yamaguchi et al., 2005, Yamamoto et al., 
2005). It was concluded that terahertz radiations were capable of inducing low frequency bond 
vibrations, crystalline phonon vibrations, and torsion vibrations. The results indicated that the 
absorption bands in the THz range were sensitive to the crystal structures of the studied amino 
acids, thus making the terahertz technology feasible in characterising the degree of 
crystallinity in gelatin/amino acid based freeze dried RDTs. The relevance of terahertz radiation 
and how this could be useful tool in characterising pharmaceutical materials have also been 
published in previous reviewed (Chantry, 1971, Shen, Mantsch and Naumann). A detail 
discussion of the mode of operation for TPS is further described in the Appendix II.  
Figure 10 shows typical terahertz absorption spectra of L leucine and L lysine revealing the 
distinctive vibrational features which can be identified with the terahertz technology. 
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Comparable absorption spectra has previously been published in the literature (Matei et al., 
2005) using modified far infra-red spectroscopy to generate the terahertz radiation. The 
absorption band revealed at ~33 cm-1 for lysine was ascribed to hydrogen bond modes. 
Similarly in leucine, within the frequency range of 5 to 85 cm-1, Matei et al. reported five 
absorption bands at 21 cm-1, 27 cm-1, 43 cm-1, 55 cm-1 and 71 cm-1. As shown in Figure 9, four 
of the predicted absorption bands at located at 21 cm-1, 27 cm-1, 43 cm-1 and 55 cm-1 were also 
revealed in this preliminary study.  
Thus comparing these mentioned technologies, THz spectroscopy is the most feasible and 
favourable technology to be used for quantifying crystalline amino acids with minimum 
prediction errors if combined with a robust statistical method.  
 
Figure 9. Terahertz absorption spectra of l-leucine and l-lysine offset from 5 cm
-1
. The spectra of 
leucine have been shifted upwards 0.5 units for clarity. The distinctive absorption bands are marked 
with + for leucine and * for lysine. 
 
When combined with an ideal statistical method, the terahertz absorption spectra of materials 
can be used to create calibration models for future crystallinity predictions. As a result, two 
different statistical approaches will be considered for this study, namely linear regression and 
partial least square methods. 
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Table 4 Summary of some technologies used to study the physical properties and quantify degree of 
crystallinity 
Technologies Advantages Disadvantages 
DSC 1. Ideally used to determine crystallinity, 
polymorphism and thermal transitions. 
2. Determine the purity of materials 
 
1. Resistance in heat transfer at the interface 
between the sample pan and sample (Batch 
and Macosko, 1991). 
2. Time differences between the inherent DSC 
control mechanism (Batch and Macosko, 
1991). 
3. Only measures thermal properties and not 
for identifying intermolecular or 
intramolecular interactions distinctive in 
different materials.  
4. Not suitable for materials susceptible to 
heat decomposition.  
5. Hard to maintain phase equilibrium. For 
instance, polymorphic material may melt to 
the metastable liquid before recrystallising to 
another polymorph (Ferguson et al., 2000). 
Near Infra-Red 1.  Non-destructive to samples.  
2. Data covers the transition from visible 
spectra to the mid infrared region.  
1. Absorption bands measured are overtones 
or combination bands of the fundamental mid 
infra-red range. 
2. Difficult to interpret spectra due to overlap 
of the near infra-red bands  
Raman Spectroscopy 1. Can be used with solids and liquids 
and requires no sample preparation. 
2. Not interfered by water and non-
destructive. 
1. Heat from the laser radiation can damage 
the sample  
Terahertz pulsed 
spectroscopy 
1. Non ionizing and non-destructive to 
the sample. 
2. A terahertz absorption spectra shows 
the intermolecular vibrations that 
corresponds to motions linked with 
consistent, delocalized movements of 
large numbers of atoms and molecules   
3. Yamamoto et al. (Yamamoto et al., 
2005) suggested an atomic level 
representation of amino acids and other 
biological molecule can be created. 
4. In transmission mode, data 
acquisition and measurements is within 
few seconds. 
1. Transient heating can affect the sample 
during preparation into pellets. 
2. Affected by the presence of water 
molecules, hence requires longer purging 
times. 
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1.4 Data processing for quantitative analysis – Regression 
analysis 
For quantitative analysis of spectral data, specific absorption bands are selected for either the 
traditional peak area analysis or a more robust statistical analysis. Peak area analysis is simply 
estimating the area or height under an absorption band where absorption band is the region 
of the spectrum that shows signs of peaks (in absorbance) or trough (in transmittance) when 
compared to the reference material. This method is quick but may sometime carry the risks of 
over or under estimating. 
 In statistics, regression analysis is use to predict outcomes based on modelling and analysing 
sets of data that have a common relationship between a dependent variable and one or more 
independent variables sometimes using linear modelling. The quality of linearity between the 
two variables is measured from the R-squared value which is defined as;      
       
           
 
                               
         ∑   
 
  ̅                    ∑   
 
    
   
xi is the i
th value of the explanatory variable. fi is the predicted value or associated modelled 
value and ẋ is the mean (Weisberg, 2005, Jones, 2002) 
1.4.1 Linear regression (LR) 
Linear regression (LR) is a statistical method to modelling the relationship between variable Y 
and different variables Xi,Xii…Xn. The data is modelled using a linear function (Y= aX + b) to 
estimate the unknown parameters ‘a’ and ‘b’. The determination of the coefficients is based 
on creating a linear function between X and Y, so that the deviation of Y is at its minimum 
(Weisberg, 2005).  
This statistical method is used for estimating unknown variables based on a linear calibration 
model. The method minimizes the sum of squared vertical distances between the observed 
responses and the predicted response by a linear approximation. This is usually referred to as 
the residual sum of squares. The modelling from linear regression assumes errors are normally 
distributed. The normality assumption is used to obtain tests and confidence statements for 
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smaller sample size such as lab scale. In this particular study, LR calibration models will be 
based on the assumption that, the relative area of the terahertz absorption band compared 
with the reference absorption spectra correlates with the concentration of the absorbing 
component in a binary system in this case amino acids. Thus increasing the concentration of 
the crystalline amino acid in a binary or a complex system should result in an increase in the 
absorption bands and hence the area under the band.   
Calibration models based on LR is relatively easy to build and test with unknown samples. The 
method however is not comprehensive. For instance in a real system, there are always more 
than one variable e.g. the effects of noise on the absorption spectra output, concentration and 
thickness of the samples. As this approach can only account for a single variable and hence 
only one can be changed at a time, calibration models are unable to identify relationships 
between different factors.  
 
1.4.2 Partial Least squares regression (PLSR) 
Partial least squares regression (PLSR) is a statistical method used primarily for identifying a 
response variable (or vector) from within a large set of data that has multi co-linear 
explanatory variables, especially when the random error variance is large (Garthwaite, 1995). 
Although the main focus of PLSR has been on prediction of the response variable, the method 
can be used to produce an estimate with low mean square error (MSE). Generally, PLS offers a 
unique way of choosing factors in contrast to principal component regression and it requires 
less computations (Yenia and GÄokta, 2002).  
PLSR includes the initial reduction of the number of predictor variables using principal 
component analysis. This analysis uses an orthogonal transformation to change observations 
of correlated variables into uncorrelated variables normally referred to as principal 
components. The principal components are always equal or less than the number of datasets. 
For instance if analysing a data set that comprises 10 sample measurements, then the number 
of principal components cannot be greater than 10. The orthogonal transformation always 
presents the first principal component (PC) as that with the major co-variance between the X 
and Y matrices, i.e. it explains as much of the variability in the dataset as possible. The 
succeeding principal components are presented in descending order of reduced PC. Thus using 
the first PC, PLSR calculates the case values by estimating the unobservable variables as an 
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exact linear combinations of their experiential values (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). It was 
explained (Garthwaite, 1995) that the weights (i.e., estimated values for latent variable in each 
dataset) used for determining the case values are estimated in such a way that the resulting 
case values identifies most of the variance of the independent variables (X) which is useful for 
predicting the dependent variable (Y). It is then possible to determine a value that corresponds 
with each unobservable variable, by calculating the weighted average of its indicators. Hence, 
PLS is a result of all unobservable variables being approximated by a set of case values which 
can be estimated using OLSR (Haenlein and Kaplan, 2004). 
Cross Validation (CV) is a statistical approach for evaluating how the results of an analysis can 
be simplified to independent datasets. It is employed to improve the accuracy of predictions in 
real systems. There are different methods of CV, one of which is called the K-fold cross 
validation. This approach partitions the original sample into k subsamples. One of the 
subsamples from K is used as the test set, and the remaining sub-samples (k-1) are as used as 
the training sets. This cross validation is repeated k times (the folds) in the way that each of 
the subsamples is used once for the test set. In order to reduce variations, the validation 
results are then averaged over all the folds. For instance as shown in a CV involving three sets 
of data collected from three independent partitions then K-fold CV will apply (Table 5).  
CV involves dividing datasets into complementary subsets. The analysis is performed on one 
subset (the ‘training set’) whilst the other datasets (known as the ‘testing sets’) are used to 
validate the analysis.  
Table 5. An example of K-fold CV of three datasets 
Test Set Training Set 
Partition 1 Partition 2 and partition 3 
Partition 2 Partition 1 and partition 3 
Partition 3 Partition 1 and partition 2 
 
However, this approach is disadvantaged based on the fact that it is time consuming since 
training sets is repeated. CV aims to measure the goodness of the hypothesis by estimating the 
confidence intervals of the predictions. In a system that estimates a continuously distributed 
prediction, the average of the mean squared error (MSE) or the root mean squared error 
(RMSE) of the three repeated CV can be used to summarise the errors in predictions.  
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Limit of Detection (LOD) and Limit of Quantitation (LOQ): The limit of detection (LOD) in any 
analytical technology is the lowest boundary at which analysis is feasible but not necessarily 
determined as an exact value. The limit of quantitation (LOQ) is the concentration at which 
quantitative results can be reported with sufficient precision and accuracy. These may be 
determined using a statistical method or experimental measurements of progressively more 
dilute concentrations of the material under investigation.  
Statistically, they are estimated as:      
    
  
          
   
 
  
Where σ is the standard deviation (In the case of regression analysis, the standard deviation 
can be taken as the residual standard deviation of a regression line or the standard deviation 
of y-intercepts of regression lines). S is the slope of the validated curve  (ICH, 1996). 
Table 6 summarises the statistical approaches which can be used in quantitative analysis. 
Table 6 compares linear regression with partial least square regression analysis 
Statistical Analysis Advantages Disadvantages 
Linear Regression 1. More reliable as only one variable is 
used. 
2. It is relatively easy to build a model, 
test and understand the models built 
with this technique.  
3. It strongly describes a process as 
changing a variable can always answer 
the “what if” scenarios. 
1. This method is not comprehensive as in the 
real world, there are always more than one 
variable. 
2. As the technique can only account for a 
single variable and hence only one can be 
changed at a time, calibration models are 
unable to identify relationships between 
different factors. 
 
Partial Least Squares 
Regression (PLSR) 
1. Has one or more unknown variable 
making the analysis more rigorous.   
2. Produces more robust models that 
can withstand the changes of real 
system.  
Hard to understand the iterations and time 
consuming to build models with PLSR. 
 
 
Gap in the Knowledge 
Given the importance of crystallinity in defining the mechanical strength and disintegration 
time of RDTs, there is a requirement to develop suitable analytical techniques to quantify the 
extent of crystallinity. Of those technologies discussed above, it appears that terahertz 
technology offers the best opportunity to study the physical properties and quantify precisely 
the extent of crystallinity in freeze dried cakes. However, very little work has been done with 
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this technology in studying complex formulations such as freeze dried gelatin/amino acid 
incorporated in polyethylene pellets.  
To achieve the best final RDT product, it is imperative that the product design be tested 
against different parameters such as varying concentrations, different freezing cycles, inclusion 
of excipients such as disintegrants, etc. In this study, only the effects of concentration will be 
considered with respect to the degree of crystallinity in freeze dried cakes. The rationale is 
based on the fact that if the degree of crystallinity can be controlled by altering concentrations 
of amino acids then the disintegration and mechanical profiles can be optimised.   
Although it is envisaged that the absorption spectra from terahertz technology will yield a rich 
source of information, the complexity of samples, large datasets, co-linearity and possible 
outliers will be challenging when making precise and accurate quantifications for future 
predictions. For this reason, both classical area under the curve and partial least square 
methods of regression will be considered.  
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Chapter 2. Aim of the Project 
Given the importance of crystallinity in defining the mechanical strength and disintegration 
time of RDTs, this project aims to develop a robust qualitative and quantitative method for 
determining the physical properties and extent of crystallinity in a freeze dried gelatin/amino 
acid matrix which are used in formulating rapidly disintegrating tablets.  
 
2.1 Objectives 
The project will be subdivided into three different phases.  
 Phase I Method Development  
The objective is to optimise the method of sample preparation in order to improve the quality 
of the terahertz spectra recorded by the TPS 3000 instrument. Three main parameters were 
investigated: compression force used for making the pellets, thickness of the pellets and the 
effects of particle size on the absorption spectra.  
 Phase II Development and Validation of the Calibration Model  
The rationale of this phase was to study a widely used and cheap pharmaceutical excipient like 
polycrystalline sucrose as a model system to develop a robust calibration model. Two different 
methods of building a calibration model will be compared with respect to its R2 and root mean 
square error (RMSE), viz. linear regression and partial least square regression. The calibration 
model with least prediction errors will be used to develop calibration models for the selected 
amino acids.  
 Phase III Determining unknown crystallinity in freeze dried 
gelatin/amino acids  
The rationale of this phase is to determine the degree of crystallinity in pellets prepared with 
freeze dried gelatin/amino acids.  
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Chapter 3. Experimental Section 
3.1 Materials 
Sucrose (Fluka UK), gelatin, L- serine, L- proline, and L-alanine (Sigma Aldrich, UK) were 
individually sieved into three separate particle size ranges: ≥250 µm, 63 µm to 150 µm, and 
≤63 µm. These sieve sizes were selected based on previous study indicating that the optimal 
particle size for study with terahertz is about 80 µm.  
Pellets are the standards analysed when using the transmission TPS module attached to the 
THz equipment. Pellets are usually prepared from material under investigation and bulking 
agent, which has to be transparent to the THz radiation. It means that absorption coefficient 
should be very low, comparable to air. Polyethylene (PE) was chosen as the diluent since it 
showed these ideal properties.  PE is nearly transparent with the frequency-independent 
refraction index of 1.53 in terahertz region (Walther et al., 2003). High density Polyethylene 
(PE) powder (TeraView, UK) with particle size <80 µm (and without further size separation) was 
used as a bulking agent/diluent for the current study.  
3.2 Equipment and software 
3.2.1 Equipment/Data acquisition 
The equipment used in this study is listed in Table 7 along with a brief description of its use in 
this project.  
Table 7. List of the equipment used for this project 
Equipment Uses 
Carver® hydraulic press To prepare pellets using up to 3 tonnes compression force. 
Gamlen Tablet press To prepare pellets using up to 500 kg compression force. 
Heto FD7 freeze dryer To prepare freeze dried amino acids suspended in gelatin matrix 
Oxford bench cryo-microscopy To determine the critical parameters for freeze drying amino acids e.g. 
critical point and collapse temperature. 
Terahertz pulsed spectroscopy 
- ATR module 
- Transmission module  
 
To determine the distinct absorption spectra features of sample 
To determine the absorption bands required for prediction modelling 
Callipers To measure the thickness of pellets 
CO 7500 Educational Colorimeter To  measure the turbidity of amino acids in gelatin solution 
Electric heater/stirrer To continuously agitate gelatin solution whilst controlling temperature 
3.2.2 Software/Data processing 
The statistical tools used include Matlab®R2010a, Origin®Pro8 and Microsoft® Excel.  
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3.3 Methods 
3.3.1 Preparation of Solutions 
Freeze dried amino acid/gelatin formulations (in solid fraction ratios of 10:90; 30:70; 50:50; 
70:30) were prepared from simple aqueous solutions of amino acid and gelatin. The first stage 
was to prepare a stock solution of 5% w/w gelatin. The solution was made by adding 5 g of 
gelatin to 95 g of distilled water. The mixture was covered then heated to ~40 °C whilst 
continuously stirring using an electric heater/stirrer. The second stage was to add the required 
proportions of amino acids according (Table 8) and continuously stir ~30 °C. On freeze-drying 
(and removal of the majority of water from each formulation), these solutions result in the 
following solid fraction ratios of amino acid to gelatin: 10:90; 30:70; 50:50; 70:30. 
Table 8. Preparation of amino acids solutions based on the addition of a known weight of amino acid 
to a fixed weight (100 g) of a 5% gelatin solution. The effective concentration has been calculated 
assuming that gelatin reduces the available water activity by 10%. Comparison of this effective 
concentration with the literature value of aqueous solubility shows whether the amino acid 
concentration would exceed the theoretical solubility threshold. 
Weight of amino acid 
added to 5% gelatin 
solution 
Effective concentration of 
amino acid (% w/w) in 
solution 
Solubility of amino acids 
(%w/w) (Ash, 1996, Weast, 
1977) 
Exceed solubility limit 
(Y/N) 
Pro             Ala      Ser 
0.55 0.58 162 16.7 5.0 N N N 
2.14 2.27 162 16.7 5.0 N N N 
5.00 5.30 162 16.7 5.0 N N Y 
11.70 12.39 162 16.7 5.0 N N Y 
  
3.3.2 Colorimetry measurements  
Prior to freeze drying, simple colorimetric measurements were carried out to determine if 
there were any un-dissolved amino acids which could yield a cloudy solution. Table 8 show 
estimates for the effective concentration of amino acid in solution in order to assess which 
solutions would exceed the theoretical solubility limit. In practice, it was found that each 
amino acid was soluble at all concentrations studied, which must be a consequence of the 
solubilisation by gelatin (presumably as a result of hydrophobic bonding). An attempt to 
establish the extent of precipitation of amino acid on freezing, by this same method, was 
inconclusive owing to the fact that phase separation of gelatin caused the solution to become 
un-even, opalescent and pearl-like in appearance.  
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3.3.3 Method Development for THz Measurements:  Freeze Drying 
Surrogates for RDTs (i.e. formulations of RDTs without the drug substance) were prepared by 
freeze drying the above amino acid/gelatin solutions (Table 8) according to an optimized cycle 
developed on a Heto FD7 freeze dryer.  
The optimized cycle for sucrose and the gelatin/amino acids were different. For sucrose, 10% 
of sucrose solution was frozen at -32 °C for a period of two hours. The primary drying stage 
commenced at -20 °C for further 12 hours followed by the secondary drying stage which lasted 
three hours at 20 °C.  
For preparation of freeze dried gelatin/amino acid, the selected amino acids where individually 
added to 5% (w/w) gelatin stock solution. The concentrations of amino acids used where 10%, 
30%, 50% and 70% of total freeze-dried (solid) material. The vials were filled with 3g of the 
amino acid/gelatin solution and frozen at -80°C for 2 hours. The frozen solution was freeze 
dried according to an optimised regime of pre freezing at -40 °C  for 7 hours, primary drying at 
-35 °C  for 86 hours and secondary drying at 20 °C  for 15 hours. Similar cycle has been 
previously used in studies by (AlHusban et al., 2010a, AlHusban et al., 2010b). 
The freeze dried amino acid/ gelatin was pelleted at RH 0% and room temperature following 
the pellet preparation method explained in Section 3.3.5. In these pellets, 10% of the total 
weight (400 mg) was the freeze dried gelatin/amino acid matrix. Thus, the concentration of 
freeze dried amino acids in pellets was 1% (10% amino acid:90% gelatin), 3% (30% amino 
acid:70% gelatin), 5% (50% amino acid:50% gelatin) and 7% (70% amino acid:30% gelatin). 
 
3.3.4 Method Development for THz Measurements: Pellet Preparation 
Prior to terahertz measurement, the polycrystalline sucrose was first formed into a pellet 
prepared by compaction with polyethylene (which is transparent to THz energy). It was first 
necessary to research the impact of the following parameters in the preparation of the pellets 
prior to implementing a standard method: Compression Force, Pellet Thickness; Particle Size. 
Compression force: At any particular compression force, there are at least three properties of 
powders that ultimately affect the thickness of a pellet formed, viz. fragmentation, plasticity, 
and elasticity. Plastic materials are those that deform by changing its shape so that there are 
no new surfaces as a result of fracture. In the case of elasticity, the material rebounds in 
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reaction to releasing the compression force. Pellets produced from such materials have the 
propensity to cap during storage and handling. However, if a material can easily be deformed 
permanently, i.e. fragmented, then at a certain threshold of compression load, it may be 
assumed that compression force will not affect the thickness of the pellet. It is advantageous 
for a pellet to exhibit a time dependent behaviour associated with plastic excipients, i.e. 
deform with minimal brittleness to maintain its thickness. However, most active drugs are 
characterized with poor compression properties. As a result, easily compressible excipients 
must be added. It is expected that, if high concentrations of the active is used and it is an 
elastic powder, therefore the excipients used should be plastic in character. However, when 
using lower concentrations of amino acid, the characteristic of the diluents become more 
dominant and dictates the compression properties. The rationale for this study was to identify 
the compression force at which the polyethylene diluent is maximally compressed. The 
compression force used in preparing pellets of pure polyethylene was varied from 0.5 to 3 
tonnes using a Carver hydraulic press. The material weight was kept constant at 400 mg 
(±0.005 mg).  THz wave forms were recorded immediately after compaction of the pellet then 
after 7 days storage at room temperature (in order to assess the possibility of elastic recovery) 
Pellet Thickness The mass of PE powder was increased by intervals of 50 mg from 200 mg to 
400 mg and the powder compressed with a two tonne of force to prepare pellets. The rational 
was to identify the optimal thickness of pellet in relation to the quality of the terahertz 
spectra. It is known that internal reflections within the boundaries of the pellet will introduce 
spurious peaks into the terahertz waveform, which in turn, when Fourier transformed into the 
frequency domain will generate ripples in the electric field vector (as a function of wave 
number).  
Particle size: The particle size of the amino acids was sieved into three different fractions: 
≥250µm, 63 µm to 150 µm, and ≤63 µm. The rationale for the choice of these three size 
fractions is that it has been previously reported that the particle size of polyethylene and the 
material of interest should be ≤80 µm in order to prevent the Mie effect (namely the scattering 
of light when the particle size approaches that of the wavelength of the incident light). The 
spectral range of interest from 5 to 80 cm-1 translates to an equivalent particle size range of 10 
to 200 µm.  
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3.3.5 Pellet Preparation for Crystalline Amino Acids and Freeze-Dried Amino 
Acids 
400 mg pellets were produced with a Gamlen Tablet press which can apply a maximum 
compression force of 500 kg. The pellet thickness was measured using a Vernier calliper to 
ensure consistency. Pellets were prepared for each crystalline amino acid in concentration of 2 
to 20% w/w amino acid and 10% w/w gelatin in polyethylene. The amino acid/PE powder was 
mixed with a pestle and mortar using geometric dilution. Since gelatin is an amorphous 
material, all concentrations mentioned in later sections will be in relation to the amino acid 
contents. For the purpose of cross validation analysis, the samples where distributed into 
three partitions, with each partition containing four different concentrations of amino acid 
(Table 10). Pellets prepared from the freeze-dried amino acid/gelatin matrix were 
manufactured in a concentration of 10% freeze-dried material in polyethylene. Given that the 
solid fraction ratios of amino acid to gelatin were 10:90; 30:70; 50:50; 70:30, then the final 
concentration of amino acid in the pellets of freeze-dried material translates to 1%, 3%, 5% 
and 7%. Table 9 summarises the concentrations before and after preparing pellets containing 
freeze dried gelatin/amino acids. The freeze dried amino acid/ gelatin was pelleted in a glove 
compartment with ~0% relative humidity and room temperature. Given the recognition of the 
particle size effects (described in Section 3.3.4) it was considered prudent to pre-grind the 
freeze-dried materials (in a mortar and pestle, within a glove box) to minimise base line 
elevation from Mie light scattering. 
Table 9. Composition of the different freeze-dried formulations studied  








In freeze-dried matrix: 1 (10%) 10 90 - - 
2 (30%) 30 70 - - 
3 (50%) 50 50 - - 
4 (70%) 70 30 - - 
In pellet 1 1 9 - 90 
2 3 7 - 90 
3 5 5 - 90 
4 7 3 - 90 
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3.3.6 THz measurements 
The measurement for each sample was carried out using a scan frequency of 30 scans per 
second to provide spectra resolution of 1.2 cm-1.  To reduce the signal to noise ratio, coadding 
of 1800 scans were performed on each sample. The samples are held in a specially made 
sample holders with diameter of 13 mm and a thickness of up to 0.3 mm. The sample holder 
helps to finely focus the terahertz radiation on to the sample without touching the edges of 
the sample as explained in the published work (Dorney et al., 2001). The sample compartment 
was dried by purging with nitrogen gas whilst repeating measurements on the sample in situ as 
shown in Figure .  
 
Figure 10. Three different positions on the sample where THz measurements was taking. 
The experimental setup and operating principles for TPS have been well documented by 
(Beard et al., 2002, Dorney et al., 2001, Yamamoto et al., 2005). 
 
3.3.7 Peak Area Analysis 
In linear regression modelling, distinct known Xs and unknown Ys are required to estimate the 
predictors of each parameter. The known Xs in this study are amino acid concentration whilst 
unknown Ys for the purpose of this study are the area under the curve. A major limitation with 
this technique when used to determine Ys from terahertz absorption spectra is the selection of 
the local minima points and the baseline shifts. Traditionally, the trapezoidal rule is used to 
calculate the definite integral of the peak area. This is based on an assumption that the 
baseline is linear so that in the calculated area, there is a greater possibility of under or 
overestimating as shown in Figures 12 A and B.  
* * *
 
Three different positions of THz 
measurements 
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Table 10. Partition into three datasets of the concentration range for 400 mg Pellets manufactured for each material under test. 
 
alanine proline serine Sucrose 
Concentration 
%w/w 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
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Figure 11. Estimating peak area using (A) Linear function baseline (B) Polynomial function baseline 
 
It will be observed in later chapter that, clearly, the terahertz spectra may also be 
characterised with polynomial baseline shifts and not just linear shifts. Although the 
Origin®Pro8 software offers the choice of using polynomial function to estimate the baseline, 
this option will not be used since from Figure 12B, it can be observed that over estimation will 
be higher when compared to linear function baseline. To reduce estimation errors, the process 
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Chapter 4. Results 
4.1 Phase I - Method development 
4.1.1 Pellet Preparation 
The following process and material parameters were investigated, in the preparation of the 
pellets: Compression Force; Diluent (PE) ratio; Particle Size. 
Compression Force Figure 13 indicates that at different compression force, the position of the 
Fresnel and the first reflected peaks are observed at the same scanner position. Given that the 
thickness of each pellet (as determined from a direct measurement using a micrometer and 
from the relative measurement provided by the optical delay between the Fresnel peak and 
the internally reflected peak) does not change with compression force, it might be assumed 
that this range of compression forces was sufficient to prevent any elastic recovery. This 
assumption might be further supported by the fact that there is only 0.03% increase in 
thickness after 7 days. The data appears to suggest that a minimal compression force of 500 kg 
is sufficient to ensure 100% compaction of the amino acid in polyethylene diluent without 
affecting the spectra features. This compression force was therefore used in all subsequent 
pellet manufacture and all THz spectra were acquired on the same day of production. The 
benefit for all further measurements of minimising the compression force would be to reduce 
the potential impact of self-heating on the stability of the amino acid. 
 
Figure 12. The optical delay response from varying the compression force used to produce amino 
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4.1.2 Effects Pellet Thickness 
A plot of the recorded thickness for an average of three pellets per material weight against the 
pellet weight is shown in Figure 14.  
 
Figure 13. The average thickness of polyethylene pellets against weight 
As anticipated, the average thickness of pellet was linearly proportional to weight with an R2 of 
0.99. The pellets prepared from different weight of polyethylene were studied with TPS to 
establish the dependency of the terahertz waveform on the thickness of the pellet. The raw 
terahertz waveforms shown in Figure 15 indicate that, the path length of the terahertz beam 
and hence time delay increases due to added thickness as a result of increasing the mass of 
polyethylene.  
 
Figure 14. Terahertz waveform and scanner position of different concentration of pellets. Arrows 
show the spurious internal reflections from the air-pellet interface for the three thinnest pellets 
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Thus the optical delay increases and the position of the Fresnel peak shifts to longer distance 
as the thickness of the pellet increases and vice versa.  
Further peak area analysis of the Fresnel reflected peaks showed that, as we increase the 
weight of the pellet, and thus the thickness, the peak area and height are reduced as shown in 
Figure 16. In effect the data is following the Beer-Lambert law in which the negative log of the 
transmitted energy has a linear dependency with the thickness of the sample. 
 
Figure 15. Log of the peak height against the thickness of the diluent. 
Whilst this is of superficial interest, the main rational for these baseline measurements, was to 
identify the optimal thickness of pellet in relation to the quality of the terahertz spectra. As 
described in the methods section, the internal reflections from the boundaries of the pellet are 
seen to introduce spurious peaks into the terahertz waveform (See Figure 15). These 
reflections are manifest in the experimental time window for the thinnest three tablets 
(1.82 mm; 2.3 mm; 2.8 mm). As a result, these spurious reflections are then captured by the 
Fourier transform software with the consequence of introducing ripples into the electric field 
vector as seen in Figure 17. In order to avoid such artefacts, routine measurements on amino-
acid containing materials were therefore undertaken on 400 mg pellets.  
y = -0.0106x + 4.2355 
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Figure 16. Difference between the sample spectrum of 300 mg tablet with pellet thickness of 3.24 mm 
and 400 mg with pellet thickness of 3.66 mg. The ripples in the absorption spectrum will cause further 
issues when recording the spectra from the amino-acid containing samples. 
 
4.1.3 Particle size effects  
The effects of particle size on pellets e.g. l-alanine pellet (10% w/w in 400 mg polyethylene 
pellet) is shown in Figure 18. It was observed that the absorption spectra measured for pellets 
prepared from powders with particle size 63 - 150 µm showed an elevated baseline, above 
40 cm-1, relative to the ≤ 63 µm particle size distributions. This is simply due to an increase in 
light scattering as the particle size is now of a similar magnitude to the wavelength of the 
incident light. For pellets prepared with powders of particle sizes ≥ 250 µm, there is a further 
increase baseline plus the inclusion of various anomalous features (including what might 
appear to be two broad absorption peaks, centred on 50 cm-1 and 65 cm-1) and the 
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Figure 17. Terahertz absorption spectra of l-alanine indicating the effects of varying the particle size. 
Each spectrum is the average of three spectra recordings from three different positions 
  
The effects of particle size has been extensively studied using crystalline sucrose (Shen et al., 
2008). The study explained that when mixing two powders with different particle size, during 
handling there is a greater chance of segregation (de-mixing) with the smaller particles settling 
at the bottom, i.e. resulting in a non-uniform mixture. As a result, between two individual 
particles of the absorbing constituent, there will be multiple layers of non-absorbing 
polyethylene with high transmittance. The terahertz beam focused by the terahertz equipment 
has a sample position to spot size of ~800 µm at 1 THz (Shen et al., 2008). Only a few of the 
absorbing particles will be in the path of the focused terahertz beam. The average of the 
individual reflection of the terahertz radiation by the particles is what is recorded and 
presented as the output. This effect probably explains why the peak height of the 63-150 µm 
samples is lower than that for the 63 µm sample. The ideal method of avoiding this effect is to 
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4.1.4 Basic Terahertz Absorption features 
Using the optimal parameters identified earlier, the terahertz absorption spectra of 
polycrystalline sucrose, l-alanine, l-proline, l-serine and gelatin were recorded with TPS and the 
data shown in Figure 19 to 24 between 5 cm-1 to 95 cm-1.  
 
Polycrystalline Sucrose: The absorption spectra of sucrose shown in Figure 19 shows an 
absorption band at 48.25 cm-1 and a further distinct band with centered on 60.86 cm-1 and 
visible shoulders at ~55 cm-1 and ~65 cm-1. The observed shoulders become more pronounced 
in samples containing high concentrations. These well resolved features has been reported in 
the literature (Walther et al., 2003). It was explained that, the absorption bands originate from 
intermolecular vibrational modes of long range order, maintained by the hydrogen bond 
network of the crystalline structure. 
 
Figure 18. THz absorption spectra of 10% w/w sucrose in PE pellet between 5 cm
-1
 and 95 cm
-1
. The 
data presented is the average of three measurements from three different areas of the pellet.  
 
Amorphous Sucrose: The featureless absorption spectra of amorphous sucrose are shown in 
Figure 20. It can be observed from this spectrum that the distinct features observed in the 
polycrystalline sucrose were absent. This is due to lack of long range order molecular 
arrangements in amorphous materials. Thus amorphous materials will not exhibit phonon 
vibrations which are recorded by the THz technology. Similar work has also been presented 
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. The data presented is the average of three measurements from three different areas of the 
pellet. 
 
L-Alanine: The terahertz absorption spectra of l-alanine presented in Figure 21 revealed two 
distinct absorption bands with local maxima at ~75 cm-1 and ~85 cm-1.   
 
Figure 20. THz absorption spectra of 10% w/w l-alanine in PE pellet between 5 cm
-1
 and 95 cm
-1
. The 
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L-Proline: The absorption spectra of l-proline presented in Figure 22 revealed a principal 
absorption band at 66.1 cm-1 and a partially obscured band at 42.6 cm-1.  
 
Figure 21. THz absorption spectra of 10% w/w l-proline in PE pellet between 5 cm
-1
 and 95 cm
-1
. The 
data presented is the average of three measurements from three different areas of the pellet.  
 
L- Serine: The distinct spectra feature of l-serine is presented in Figure 23 showing a broad 
absorption band between 40 cm-1 to 80 cm-1 and centred on ~67 cm-1. 
 
Figure 22. THz absorption spectra of 10% w/w l-serine in PE pellet between 5 cm
-1
 and 95 cm
-1
. The 
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Gelatin: The featureless THz spectrum of gelatin is presented in Figure 24. It is evident that the 
spectrum lacks any distinct peaks within the region studied.  
 
 Figure 23. THz absorption spectra of 10% w/w gelatin in PE pellet between 5 cm
-1
 and 95 cm
-1
. The 
data presented is the average of three measurements from three different areas of the pellet.  
 
Thus the presence of gelatin in freeze dried gelatin/amino acid will have negligible response to 
the THz beam with respect to absorption bands.  
It can also be observed from Figures 19 to 24 that, l-serine is the most strongly absorbing 
sample when compared to the other amino acids under study. This is a clear indication that l-
serine is more likely to be saturated in the PE pellets if the concentration is increased perhaps 
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4.2 Phase II – Development and Validation of the Calibration 
Model 
4.2.1 THz Measurements of Sucrose 
As explained in earlier sections, the idea of CV requires more than two datasets. To achieve a 
robust calibration model, datasets from three separate partitions will be analysed. Each 
dataset is the average of three recorded THz measurements at different parts of the pellet. 
The THz absorption spectra of polycrystalline sucrose are shown in Figure 25, with all 
concentrations showing the distinctive absorption features of polycrystalline sucrose. Similar 
spectral features were also recorded for polycrystalline sucrose test samples (Data is shown in 
appendix 2). Generally, the position of the local maxima of the absorption band is similar for all 
concentrations and the three partitions. This indicates the frequency at which the absorption 
band is observed is independent of the concentration. However, the amplitude of the band is 
sensitive to concentration and increase as with concentration.  
The absorption band observed ~83 cm-1, as speculated in the earlier chapter, becomes more 
pronounced at higher concentrations of the polycrystalline sucrose. However, this band is not 
ideal for quantitative analysis since it is located in the noisy region of the spectra. Thus 
quantitative analysis will be based on the absorption differences observed between ~45 cm-1 
to ~66 cm-1 for PLSR whilst for LR, the wave numbers between ~50 cm-1 to ~66 cm-1 will be 
considered.   
  





Figure 24. Terahertz absorption spectra of three different partitions of polycrystalline sucrose. Each 
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Linear Regression: Figure 26 shows the calibration model based on estimated peak area 
against the concentrations of the twelve test samples (four from each partition)  
 
Figure 25. Calibration model based on linear regression of the estimated peak area for polycrystalline 
sucrose against the actual concentrations with 95% prediction bands.  
The calibration model presented in Figure 26 shows a positive correlation between 
concentrations of sucrose with the peak area. The estimated R2 was 0.98 with RMSE of 
± 0.538%.  
Partial Least Square Regression (PLSR): Unlike peak area analysis (which does not account for 
equipment noise and other external variables), the PLSR method identifies a number of 
prediction variables and scores each as a different principal component, the highest score 
being the factor that contributes the most to the observations. Of the four principal 
components that were identified, the first PC was used for analysis. Table 11 shows the 
predictor variables identified and scored based on principal component analysis.  
Table 11. Estimated scores from principal component analysis (PCA) using the dimension reduction 
from the dot product 
PCA Partition 1 Partition 2 Partition 3 
PC 1 99.1422 97.6048 97.9831 
PC 2 0.7618 2.0965 1.7457 
PC 3 0.0520 0.2460 0.1808 
PC 4 0.0239 0.0328 0.0667 
Based on the PC scorings, PC1 was determined as the best explanatory variables for the data 
sets. PLSR is therefore modelled based on the PC1 scores for each partition and a linear fit 
carried out. The predicted parameters in the three separate partitions are shown in Table 12. 


















f(x) =  0.842*x - 0.209
Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds):
       
Goodness of fit:
  SSE: 3.185
  R-square: 0.9803
  RMSE: 0.5381
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Table 12. For a function of f(x) = p1*x+p2, the following parameters were estimated for the three 
different partitions. The average of the RMSE of these estimates is used as the prediction errors. 
 p1 p2 R
2 
RMSE 
Partition 1 0.074 -0.609 0.999 0.012 
Partition 2 0.071 -0.585 0.998 0.018 
Partition 3 0.069 -0.564 0.998 0.019 
 
To reduce prediction errors, k-fold CV was carried out using three parameters (Table 13).  
Table 13. Parameters used for CV against their respective test sets 
Test Set p1 p2 
Partition 1 0.0703 -0.5746 
Partition 2 0.0716 -0.5863 
Partition 3 0.0725 -0.5970 
 
The cross validated model is presented in Figure 27 and a function f(x) = 1.005x – 0.075 and R2 
0.99 was recorded. With 95% confidence, predictions will have RMSE of 0.227 
 
Figure 26.Calibration model based on partial least square regression of the predicted concentration 
for polycrystalline sucrose against the actual concentrations with 95% prediction bands.  
In this analysis, the y-intercept confidence interval (α=0.05) included zero and thus, there is no 
evidence to suggest a non-zero intercept for this model.  
4.2.2. Testing Calibration Model 
The two different calibration models were validated against polyethylene pellets prepared 
with various ‘test’ concentrations of crystalline sucrose. Each pellet was measured up to three 






























f(x) = 1.005*x - 0.0748
Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds):
       
Goodness of fit:
  SSE: 0.6738
  R-square: 0.998
  RMSE: 0.2277
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times at three different regions as mentioned in earlier sections. To make accurate predictions, 
the THz data sets of the “samples prepared with unknown concentrations” recorded was 
analysed against the data recorded from the ‘test’ concentration samples used to build the 
calibration models.  
Table 14 compares the predicted concentrations based on the calibration models of linear 
regression and PLSR for the pellets with ‘test’ concentrations. For clarity, the actual 
concentration of these samples is also shown.  
Table 14. Comparing the predicted concentrations using linear regression and PLSR calibration models 
for pellets prepared with unknown concentrations of sucrose.  
Actual Concentration / % w/w  Predicted Concentration 
Linear Regression  PLSR  
3.2 2.08 3.22 
7.35 5.32 7.40 
10 7.45 10.10 
13 9.64 12.92 
10.5 7.74 10.52 
12.5 9.59 12.50 
    
 
Figure 27. Calibration model based on linear regression of the estimated peak area for polycrystalline 
sucrose against the actual concentrations with 95% prediction bands fitted with the predicted 
concentrations in samples prepared with unknown active proportions.  
 
As shown in Table 14 and Figures 27 and 28, the predicted concentrations of the samples 
prepared with unknown proportions of polycrystalline sucrose were in general agreement with 
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the actual concentration for both statistical techniques. The predictions based on linear 
regression were consistently under estimated, with an accuracy of -35% for the 3.2% test 
sample and -23% for the 12.5% test sample.  
In contrast, the predictions based on PLSR showed improved precision and accuracy. The 
highest prediction error (lowest accuracy due to over prediction) was estimated as +1% in the 
unknown sample containing 10% w/w of sucrose. 
 
Figure 28. Calibration model based on partial least square regression of the predicted concentration 
for polycrystalline sucrose against the actual concentrations with 95% prediction bands fitted with the 
predicted concentrations in samples prepared with unknown active proportions.  
 
Consequently, the fact that PLSR had the lowest RMSE when compared with linear regression 
is an indication of the sensitivity of PLSR iterations. Hence in the future calibration models, 
PLSR method will be used. 
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4.3 Calibration models of amino acids 
4.3.1 THz Measurements  
 As shown in Figures 21 to 24 and explained, the different amino acids showed distinct spectra 
characteristics due to the difference in their organic constituents. The terahertz absorption 
spectra for the different concentrations amino acids are shown in Figure 30 to 33. Similar to 
the observations of sucrose, the amplitude of the absorption bands increased as the 
concentration of the amino acid in the polyethylene pellet increases.  
L-alanine: One of the limitations of terahertz technology observed in this study is the 
degrading noise to signal ratio observed at frequencies greater than 75 cm-1. Thus for a robust 
calibration model, the absorption band between 66 cm-1 to 76 cm-1 was selected for analysis. 
The absorption spectra for different concentrations of l-alanine studied are shown in Figure 30.  





Figure 29. THz terahertz absorption spectra of crystalline l–alanine for three separate partitions. Each 
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Figure 30. THz absorption spectra of crystalline l–proline for three separate partitions. Each individual 
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Figure 31. The terahertz absorption spectra of crystalline l –serine for three separate partitions. Each 
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4.3.2 Partial Least Squares Regression 
L- alanine: The calibration model of l-alanine which has been cross validated using three 
partitions (Table 15) is shown in Figure 33. The function f(x) = 1.001x – 0.026 and R2 0.99 was 
estimated for this function. With 95% confidence, predictions will have RMSE of 0.156%.  
Table 15.  Estimated functions of the three different partitions used for l-alanine in cross validation. 
Partition Function: f(x) RMSE R
2 
Partition 1 0.052*x - 0.429 0.0087 0.99 
Partition 2 0.053*x - 0.425 0.0100 0.99 
Partition 3 0.052*x - 0.421 0.0052 0.99 
 
 
Figure 32. PLSR calibration model of the predicted concentration for l-alanine against the actual 
concentrations with 95% confidence interval bands.  
The model was tested with other pellets prepared with unknown proportions of l-alanine. 
However, due to equipment failure, only two of the test samples were deemed acceptable to 
be used in this analysis.  
Table 16. Comparing the actual concentration and the predicted concentrations of samples prepared 
with unknown proportions of l-alanine.  




As show in Table 16, the predicted concentration of the crystalline alanine incorporated into 
polyethylene pellets were in agreement with the actual concentration (Figure 34).  


































f(x) = 1.001*x  - 0.0261
Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds):
      
Goodness of fit:
  SSE: 0.315
  R-square: 0.99
  RMSE: 0.1556
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Figure 33. PLSR calibration model of the predicted concentration for l-alanine against the actual 
concentrations with 95% prediction bands. The model is fitted with the predicted concentrations in 
samples prepared with unknown alanine concentrations. 
 
L-proline: Similarly, the calibration model of l-proline is shown in Figure 35 based on the 
absorption band located between the frequency region 35 cm-1 and 75 cm-1. The model was 
cross validated using three partitions (Table 17) yielding a function f(x) = 1.001x – 0.026 and an 
estimated R2 of 0.99. With 95% confidence, predictions will have RMSE of 0.196% based on 
this analysed data.   
 
Figure 34. PLSR calibration model of the predicted concentration for l-proline against the actual 
concentrations with 95% confidence interval bands. 






































































f(x) = 1.011*x - 0.072
Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds):
     
Goodness of fit:
  SSE: 0.5005
  R-square: 0.99
  RMSE: 0.196
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Table 17. Estimated functions of the three different partitions used for l-proline in cross validation 
Partition Function: f(x) RMSE R
2 
Partition 1 0.052*x - 0.434 0.00815 0.99 
Partition 2 0.050*x - 0.408 0.00716 0.99 
Partition 3 0.050*x - 0.421 0.00068 0.99 
 
The model was further tested with other pellets prepared with unknown proportions of l-
proline and the fitted data is shown in Figure 36. The predicted concentrations are compared 
with the actual concentration as shown in Table 18. The predicted concentrations of the 
crystalline proline were in agreement with the actual concentrations. These were however 
within the 95% prediction bands.  
Table 18. Comparing the actual concentration of unknown proline samples with the expected and 
predicted concentrations using PLSR calibration model 
Actual Conc. (%) Predicted Conc. (%) Expected Concentration (%) 
2 2.10 2.05 
2.5 2.54 2.54 
4.5 4.51 4.52 
5.5 5.56 5.51 
10.5 10.36 10.46 
12.5 12.67 12.44 
13.5 13.41 13.42 
 
 
Figure 35. PLSR calibration model of the predicted concentration for l-proline against the actual 
concentrations with 95% prediction bands. The model is fitted with the predicted concentrations in 
samples prepared with unknown proline concentrations. 
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L-serine: The PLSR calibration model of l-serine is presented in Figure 37 based on the 
absorption band recorded in the frequency region between 55 cm-1 and 78 cm-1. The overall 
calibration model recoded f(x) = 0.998 + 0.0175 with R2 0.99. With 95% confidence, predictions 
will have RMSE of 0.100%. These parameters were estimated using three partitions (Table 19) 
for the cross validation. 
Table 19. Estimated functions of the three different partitions used for l-serine in cross validation 
Partition Function: f(x) RMSE R
2 
Partition 1 0.0749*x - 0.421 0.0073 0.99 
Partition 2 0.0778*x - 0.441 0.0033 0.99 
Partition 3 0.0758*x - 0.426 0.0081 0.99 
 
 
Figure 36. PLSR calibration model of the predicted concentration for l-serine against the actual 
concentrations with 95% confidence interval bands. 
The calibration model was also tested with four samples prepared with unknown 
concentrations of l-serine. The predicted concentration of the crystalline serine is in 
agreement with both the actual and expected concentration as shown in Table 20 and Figure 
38. 
Table 20. Comparing the actual concentration of unknown samples with the expected and predicted 
concentrations using PLSR calibration model 
Actual Conc. (%) Predicted Conc. (%) Expected Concentration (%) 
3.6 3.67 3.61 
5.0 4.95 4.81 
7.5 7.50 7.50 
8.5 8.58 8.50 
 






























f(x) = 0.998*x + 0.0175
Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds):
   
Goodness of fit:
  SSE: 0.1306
  R-square: 0.99
  RMSE: 0.1002
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Figure 37. PLSR calibration model of the predicted concentration for l-serine against the actual 
concentrations with 95% prediction bands. The model is fitted with the predicted concentrations in 
samples prepared with unknown proline concentrations. 
 
Summary 
Table 21.  Parameters generated from quantitative models using PLSR. All values are expressed in 
terms of amino acid concentration %w/w 
Sample ID Alanine Proline Serine 
Slope 1.001 1.011 0.998 
R
2
 0.996 0.999 0.998 
RMSE (%) 0.156 0.196 0.100 
LOD  
(3.3 x RMSE/slope) 
0.557 1.442 0.615 
LOQ  
(10 x RMSE/slope) 
1.686 4.369 1.864 
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4.4 Phase III– Crystallinity in freeze dried gelatin/amino acid 
4.4.1 Colorimetric measurements 











10 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.12 
30  0.12 0.13 0.12 
50  0.13 0.12 0.11 
70  0.12 0.12 0.13 
 
Table 19 shows that the relative colorimetric absorbance for gelatin only solution compared to 
the amino acid/gelatin solution had no significant difference.  
 
4.4.2 THz measurements 
The terahertz spectra of freeze dried gelatin/amino acids are as shown in Figures 39 to 41. The 
30% to 70% gelatin/serine freeze dried cake all collapsed during the cycle; hence no results will 
be shown for this concentration. Given that the solid fraction ratios of amino acid to gelatin 
were 10:90; 30:70; 50:50; 70:30, then the final concentration of amino acid in the pellets of 
freeze-dried material translates to 1%, 3%, 5% and 7% in pellets. 
  
Figure 38. Terahertz absorption spectra of freeze dried gelatin and individual l-alanine. Each spectrum 
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From Figure 39, the distinctive spectra features of l-alanine can be observed in the THz spectra 
for alanine/gelatin freeze dried cake at proportions of 50%w/w: 50%w/w (5% w/w in pellets). 
The THz spectra of l-proline/gelatine freeze dried cake shown in Figure 40 revealed no features 
for all the concentrations studied.  
 
Figure 39. Terahertz absorption spectra of freeze dried gelatin and individual l-proline. Each spectrum 
is the average of 6 repeated measurements from different areas across the pellet. 
 
In Figure 41, the absorption bands synonymous with crystalline serine were also revealed in 
the l-serine/gelatine freeze dried cake in 30% serine: 70% gelatin (3% w/w in pellet) and 50% 
serine: 50% gelatin (5% w/w in pellet). 
 
Figure 40. Terahertz absorption spectra of freeze dried gelatin and individual l-serine. Each spectrum 
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4.4.3 Determining degree of crystallinity using PLSR 
Using PLSR algorithms, the crystallinity in the freeze dried sample pellets were predicted in 
comparison to the crystalline samples.  
L-alanine: The absorption band located between the frequencies of 66 cm-1 to 76 cm-1 
recorded from for polyethylene pellets incorporated with freeze dried gelatine/alanine was 
analysed against pellets prepared with crystalline alanine. Figure 42 shows a plot of the 
predicted crystallinity indicating that at 50% w/w and 70%w/w, the degree of crystallinity is 
estimated to be 61.8% and 71.2%  (± 0.16%) respectively. 
 
Figure 41. PLSR calibration model of the predicted concentration for l-alanine against the actual 
concentrations with 95% prediction bands. The model is fitted with the predicted degree of 
crystallinity in samples prepared with freeze dried gelatin/alanine. 
 
L-proline: In samples prepared with freeze dried gelatine/proline, as shown in Figure 39, by 
visual observation, the characteristic broad absorption band for proline recorded at 66.1 cm-1 
and the partially obscured band at 42.6 cm-1 as shown in Figure 22 were absent. Hence PLSR 
analysis was not performed on these datasets and all concentrations are reported as yielding a 
freeze dried cake with amorphous matrix.  
L-serine: The absorption band located between the frequency region of 55 cm-1 to 78 cm-1 
recorded for the polyethylene pellets incorporated with freeze dried gelatine/serine was also 
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analysed and compared with crystalline serine. The predicted degree crystallinity at 30% w/w 
and 50%w/w was estimated to be 55% and 96.6% (± 0.1%) respectively as shown in Figure 43. 
 
Figure 42. PLSR calibration model of the predicted concentration for l-serine against the actual 
concentrations with 95% prediction bands. The model is fitted with the predicted degree of 
crystallinity in samples prepared with freeze dried gelatin/serine. 
 
Table 20 shows a summary of the percentage degree of crystallinity estimated for the freeze 
died amino acids using PLSR calibration models.  
 
Table 23. Summary of the degree of crystallinity estimated from the PLSR calibration models built 
from the related crystalline amino acids (n=3, and RMSE 0.16%, 0.20%, and 0.10% for the respective 
models of alanine, proline and serine)  
Sample Concentration (%) Expected Prediction Actual Prediction  Degree of 
crystallinity (%) 
L-alanine 1 0.95 0 0 
3 2.95 0 0 
5 4.95 3.09 61.8 
7 6.95 4.98 71.2 
L- proline 1 1.07 0 0 
3 3.07 0 0 
5 5.08 0 0 
7 7.09 0 0 
L-serine 1 1.10 0 0 
3 3.01 1.66 55.0 
5 5.01 4.84 96.6 
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Chapter 5. Discussions 
5.1 THz studies of; 
5.1.1 Crystalline amino acids and gelatin individually in polyethylene 
L-alanine:  The terahertz absorption spectra of l-alanine presented in Figure 21 revealed two 
distinct absorption bands with local centred on ~75 cm-1 and ~85 cm-1. Similar data from 
density functional theory studies (Yamamoto et al., 2005) and terahertz measurements 
(Yamaguchi et al., 2005) has been published previously.  
The terahertz measurements presented by (Yamaguchi et al., 2005) showed that, the D- and L- 
form of alanine had similar absorption spectra with bands at ~75 cm-1 and ~85 cm-1. These two 
absorption bands corresponds to those appearing at 73 cm-1 and 85 cm−1 in Far Infra-Red 
spectra also reported previously (Bandekar et al., 1983). 
These bands were explained to have originated from the intermolecular vibration modes 
resulting from hydrogen-bond deformations linked to other modes like COO- torsion, NH3 
torsion and the CCαN deformation. The band at 85 cm-1 was suggested to be associated with 
skeletal torsion. In the letters of (Yamamoto et al., 2005), an absorption band predicted by 
(Krimm, 1987) at 45 cm-1 was not observed because this group did not study DL- alanine. This 
characteristic band was only present in the DL- form of alanine arising from NH out-of-plane 
angle bend and -CβH3 bend. This has also been confirmed using Far Infra-Red to study 
polycrystalline L, D, and DL alanine (Matei et al., 2005, Yamaguchi et al., 2005).  
L-Proline: The absorption spectra of l-proline presented in Figure 22 revealed a principal 
absorption band at 66.1 cm-1 and a partially obscured band at 42.6 cm-1. The absorption band 
at 66.1 cm-1 has previously been predicted using density functional theory and FIR to be 
located at 64 cm-1 (Matei et al., 2005) which was ascribed to hydrogen bond modes.  
Previously published data also showed an absorption band at 76 cm-1 (Cooksey et al., 2009) 
which was not observed in this study. This could in fact be the D- form of proline.  
L- Serine: The distinct spectra feature of l-serine is presented in Figure 23 showing a broad 
absorption band between 40 cm-1 to 80 cm-1. The effects of low frequency motions of atoms in 
solid serine and cysteine molecules at 77 K and 298 K using terahertz Fourier Transform 
Infrared (FTIR) and theoretical spectral calculations has previously been studied and published 
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(Korter et al., 2006). It was suggested that, the characteristic absorption band observed for l-
serine was as a result of the internal degree of freedom of the molecule at higher frequencies. 
However, at lower frequencies, the different intermolecular interactions cause different 
intermolecular vibrational phonons identified below 3 THz. This study presented five 
absorption bands based on theoretical calculations at 67 cm-1, 74 cm-1, 85 cm-1, 90 cm-1, and 98 
cm-1. However, in this study only one clearly resolved absorption band was identified with local 
maxima at 67.6 cm-1. This could be the merged peaks earlier report and may be easily 
identified if THz measurements are recorded using ambient temperatures. 
Although a consistent band is observed in this study at 90 cm-1 which is in agreement with the 
reported literature, this cannot conclusively be described as an absorption band since this is 
noisy region of the spectra and perhaps might be an anomalous artefact of the material and or 
the technology being used.   
Gelatin: The featureless THz spectrum of gelatin is presented in Figure 24. Similar featureless 
THz spectra has previously been reported (Strachan et al., 2004), and it was explained 
materials which lack or contained insufficient order of molecular arrangement to continuously 
cause intermolecular vibrations showed no absorption response in the presence when probed 
with THz radiations.   
 
5.1.2 Freeze dried amino acids/gelatin in polyethylene 
As explained, a comparison between the crystalline amino acids with gelatin suggests that the 
absence of any terahertz absorption bands in gelatin is due to the lack of sustained phonon 
mode vibrations. Thus the presence of gelatin in freeze dried amino acid/gelatin will have 
negligible response to the THz radiation. Therefore the absorption bands observed in Figures 
39 to 41 may be ascribed to phonon vibrations characterised in crystalline solids which in this 
case is the amino acid constituents. It is also recognised that the processes involved in 
preparing these formulations have the potential to affect the crystallisation process of amino 
acid. Such effects may include crystal particle sizes, and subtle changes in the crystal structure 
perhaps through the inclusion of impurities causing defects. These defects may have negative 
effects on the absorption coefficients of the crystalline amino acids which could influence the 
estimates which is extrapolated from the calibration data.     
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Generally, it was observed that as the concentration of amino acid increased, the baseline of 
the spectra decreased and the signal to noise ratio improved. This can be attributed to the 
effects of freeze dried gelatin. Amorphous gelatin is electrostatic and therefore particle size 
reduction was ineffective resulting in a non-uniform blend. At lower concentrations of amino 
acids, the electrostatic properties of gelatin dominated the characteristics of the entire cake, 
such that the freeze dried material was always physically springy. This was more prominent in 
proline/gelatin samples which has been reported to be amorphous after freeze drying 
(AlHusban et al., 2010b).  
In the amino acid/gelatin that contained 10% amino acid and 90% gelatin, the featureless 
absorption bands similar to what was observed for gelatin (not freeze dried, Figure 24) and 
freeze dried sucrose (Figure 20) was observed. Furthermore, in the DSC studies by Alhusban et. 
al., it was reported that at such a lower concentration of crystalline material, l-alanine, l-serine 
and l-proline show no crystalline characteristics with glass transition temperatures recorded at 
-21.5 °C, -18.75 °C, and -21.47 °C respectively for solutions of these amino acids (AlHusban et 
al., 2010a). It was explained that, because amino acids are added to the formulation as a 
percentage weight per weight, the lower molecular weight amino acids such as l-alanine 
provided higher number of moles compared to the high molecular weight amino acids (l-
proline). This resulted in a large number of moles within the formulation thereby eventually 
having a higher cushioning effect which in turn reduces the intermolecular interactions. Hence, 
the amino acids with the lower molecular weight will be characterised as having higher 
plasticizing effect.  
Upon increasing the concentration of the amino acid to 30% (effectively reducing the 
concentration of gelatin to 70% and therefore when incorporated into the PE pellet, will be 3 
mg amino acid :7 mg gelatin :390 mg PE), the spectra observed for both l-alanine (Figures 39) 
and l-proline (Figure 40) retained its featureless characteristic spectra. In contrast, for the 
sample containing 30% l-serine as shown in Figure 41, the distinct absorption band recorded 
for crystalline l-serine shown in Figure 23 was also observed at 66.46 cm-1. As expected, the 
amplitude of this peak was low perhaps due to the lower concentration or the effects of 
scattering. Initial thermal studies did not identify any phase transition associated with 
crystallinity at this concentration (AlHusban et al., 2010b).    
In the freeze dried amino acid/gelatin containing 50% w/w of each, the spectra of l-alanine 
showed absorption band at 74.47 cm-1, similar to what was observed in Figure 21 for 
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crystalline l-alanine. The spectrum of freeze dried l-serine at 50% w/w also indicated crystalline 
features initially recorded for crystalline l-serine. However, the THz spectrum of l-proline 
showed no distinct features indicating freeze dried l-proline/gelatin had retained its 
amorphous character. 
In the previous studies by Alhusban et. al. (AlHusban et al., 2010b), it was demonstrated that 
the crystalline characteristics of l-alanine/gelatin in a formulation containing 70% w/w of 
alanine and 30% w/w of gelatin prohibited the matrix from undergoing the glass transition 
phase associated with partially crystalline and amorphous materials only. In this study, the THz 
spectrum for both 50:50 and 70:30 alanine/gelatin shown in Figure 37 also revealed the 
distinct absorption band recorded at 74.47 cm-1 for crystalline l-alanine which has been 
ascribed to long range and orderly internal molecular vibrations. The sharp absorption band 
revealed ~85 cm-1 will be considered as an anomalous peak based on the fact that, pellets 
prepared from a heterogeneous powder blend (particle size ≥250 µm) had revealed similar 
features as shown in Figure 19.  In contrast, again the THz spectra of l-proline showed no 
features. 
Although lower molecular weight amino acids are thought to exhibit high plasticising and 
cushioning effects, in this study, one will expect freeze dried l-alanine in gelatin to be 
amorphous unlike l-proline. Hence it is ideal to look at the molecular structure of l-proline 
which may be aiding l-proline to remain amorphous after freeze drying.  
As shown in Figure 5, the l-proline structure has a distinctive cyclic structure which infers other 
specific properties on l-proline (Cheng and Chang, 1999). Using the Ramachandran plot, one 
can identify and show in theory conformations of the backbone dihedral angle ψ against φ of 
amino acids. For instance in a simpler amino acid e.g. glycine which has hydrogen atom as its 
side constituent, it will be characterised with a smaller van der Waals radius when compared 
to amino acids with big side chains e.g. eth-, propyl- etc. Hence in a molecule like glycine, there 
are less conformational restrictions. L-proline in contrast has a larger five member ring side 
chain that restricts possible conformations. Thermodynamically, it might be favourable to have 
a hydrophobic interaction with gelatin in the presence of water to stay in the solution without 
precipitating out. In a previous study that looked at the local tendencies for a backbone 
dihedral angles in proteins, it was suggested that, the dihedral distribution for a molecule 
might may be significantly affected by the type and conformation of its neighbouring 
molecules (Betancourt and Skolnick, 2004). In a formulation of gelatin (similar to synthetic high 
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polymer) and l-proline, a physical crosslink of triple stranded helix can be formed as explained 
in previous publication. This means the effective concentrations of both constituents are 
altered in favour of the highly wettable and soluble proline (deWolf and Keller, 1996). The 
freeze dried cake of gelatin like any other large polymer is expected to be amorphous. In a 
highly concentrated solution of l-proline, which has a high solubility and wetting threshold, the 
freeze dried product may therefore be expected to exhibit amorphous characters.    
 
5.2 Calibration models  
As observed in Figure 26, the calibration model based on peak area analysis showed RMSE of 
0.538 compared to 0.228 of PLSR model for polycrystalline sucrose (Figure 27). Thus the error 
margins which accompany linear regression based on area under the peak were wide thereby 
increasing prediction errors.  
For the calibration models for amino acids (summary in Table 21), RMSEs of 0.156%, 0.20% and 
0.10% were also estimated for PLSR models of alanine, proline and serine respectively. This 
indicates a very low dispersion of variance in the three partitions and also a suggestive of a 
good model fit for these amino acids.  Unlike peak area analysis based models, the estimated 
slope based on PLSR model may not be used to determine which of these amino acids has 
higher THz absorption.   
Based on these PLSR calibration models using the data obtained from this study, it may be 
surmised that the LODs for the various amino acids in real formulations are in the region of 
0.56 and 1.44 whilst LOQs are in the also in the region 1.69 and 4.37. The relevance of these 
estimates is that, the test samples (freeze dried amino acids/gelatin) are generally above the 
LOD and within the LOQ. 
However, it should be recognised that these values were determined under conditions ideal 
for the implementation of the TPS technology and therefore might not be necessarily 
applicable to “real” complex formulations. Furthermore is also assumed that the peak 
intensities per unit concentration are the same for materials which are presented in the 
calibration model and those in the actual; samples are effectively the same.   
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5.3 Degree of crystallinity in freeze dried amino acids  
The recorded absorbance data shown in Table 22 indicated that, the difference between the 
absorbance of gelatin solution and amino acid/gelatin solution was negligible. An average 
absorbance of 0.123 (± 0.006) was measured. Further visual observation also did not show any 
sediment of crystalline amino acids at the bottom of the gelatin solution. Thus, there is no 
evidence of light scattering from un-dissolved particulates of amino acids. Hence, it is assumed 
that all amino acids at the concentration studied were soluble in the gelatin solution. The 
major proof to determine if gelatin itself is enhancing the solubility of the amino acids in the 
solution state is to do a solubility testing. In this project, solubility test were carried out with 
unsuccessful results. As shown in Table 8, particularly for serine, where the aqueous solubility 
was exceeded, it may be inferred that the presence of gelatin has improved the solubility 
through some solubilisation mechanism.  
It is assumed that, the process of freeze drying effectively reduces the moisture present, hence 
theoretically it was expected that some of the amino acid dissolved into the gelatin solution 
will be precipitated out. However, based on all the calibration models and terahertz 
measurements, the degree of crystallinity predicted for the freeze dried amino acids/gelatin 
containing 10% amino acid indicated no crystalline activity (Figures 39 to 41).  
The increased concentration of alanine to 50% w/w and 70% w/w showed an estimated 
degree of crystallinity to be ~62% and ~72% (± 0.16%) respectively. Similarly in 30% w/w and 
50% w/w serine/gelatin freeze dried cake, the degree of crystallinity was estimated to be 55% 
and ~97% (± 0.10%) respectively. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusion 
This work has look at the feasibility of using terahertz technology to determine and quantify 
crystallinity in polycrystalline saccharides, amino acids and freeze dried gelatin/amino acid 
mixtures.   
It was identified that the TPS when combined with other statistical tools may be a useful tool 
for estimating and perhaps predicting the degree of crystallinity in materials, which in future 
may be used as a guide in selecting ideal concentrations which could affect the final product 
qualities. In the sucrose data analysed, the PLSR calibration models showed reduced prediction 
errors in the form of RMSE when compared to LR. However, it is also recognised that the PLSR 
algorithms are very sensitive and may potentially result in over fitting.  
The degree of crystallinity is particularly important in RDTs since it has a direct effect on the 
mechanical properties and disintegration time of a formulation. At a lower concentration of 
30% w/w, freeze dried l-serine showed 55% (± 0.10%) crystallinity compared to 61.8% 
(± 0.16%) crystallinity estimated in the 50% w/w freeze dried l-alanine formulations.   
The relevance of this project is that, whilst at 50% w/w and 70% w/w, l-serine and l-alanine 
respectively might be capable of maintaining the mechanical integrity of amino acid based 
freeze dried RDTs (owing to the high crystallinity) this may impact negatively on the 
disintegration time. In contrast, l-proline suspended in a gelatin matrix is less likely to 
crystallise indicating it has a high wetting profile. Thus, in a complex formulation of proline and 
alanine (or serine) with the optimum proportions, it is expected that the alanine or serine 
component will provide ideal mechanical properties whilst the proline component helps to 
enhance the disintegration time. 
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Chapter 7. Future work 
In this project, it has been shown that TPS can provide a reliable estimate of the degree of 
crystallinity in mixtures of freeze-dried amino acid and gelatin.   
The impact of this crystallinity on mechanical strength and dissolution times to define the 
optimal concentration of individual amino acids or indeed to define the optimal concentration 
in mixtures of amino acids will be the principal study in the future work. Routine dissolution 
tests and mechanical strength measurements are required on a range of mixtures in order to 
isolate the optimal formulation. 
It may also be ideal to investigate the impacts of varying the ratios of proline and alanine or 
serine suspended in gelatin matrix will have on degree crystallinity and correlate to the 
disintegration profiles. Complementary analysis with Dielectric Impedance spectroscopy can 
also provide rich source of information about the molecular mobility of moisture during the 
freeze drying process of amino acids. This can help to control the critical parameters that 
impacts on crystallinity and hence disintegration process.   
Possible mechanisms of crystallization in these complex solutions can also yield rich 
information as to which parameters can be controlled in other to control the degree of 
crystallinity. It is currently unknown when the amino-acid come out of solution? One may only 
presume it to be during the freezing stage. Therefore method based on a thermal method (e.g. 
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Synopsis 
Background: Rapidly Disintegrating Tablets (RDTs) are solid dosage forms containing the drug 
which quickly dissolves or disintegrate into a suspension within the buccal cavity, usually in 
seconds. Those RDTs which are produced by freeze drying technology have a highly porous and 
amorphous matrix. As a result these products provide rapid dissolution/disintegration but are 
fragile and present potential handling issues for the patient. Freeze-dried rapidly disintegrating 
Tablets (RDTs) are invariably formulated with gelatin, polyols and sugars e.g. mannitol and 
sucrose. However, the sugar component is required in high concentration to achieve 
formulations with acceptable mechanical properties. While the increased concentration of 
sugar does not have a deleterious effect on disintegration, the principle drawback from using 
sugars per se is that the formulation becomes un-suitable for treating chronic diseases, such as 
diabetics and obesity, or for use by pediatrics and those patients suffering with allergies. 
Recent research has shown the feasibility of using individual or a combination of amino acids 
as a replacement component for sugars in RDT formulations. Although there are reports of 
enhanced mechanical properties it has been noted that high concentrations will have a 
negative effect on disintegration time. What has emerged from this work is the notion of an 
optimal concentration of amino acid, i.e. one that is sufficiently high to provide the desired 
mechanical strength but not too high to impact disintegration time. This creates a further 
opportunity to reduce the loading of excipients and to increases the drug loading which is 
advantageous. However, there has not been any systematic quantitative study of the 
influences of amino acids on these RDTs to identify the optimal concentrations required, i.e. 
that concentration which results in sufficient crystallinity to provide for adequate mechanical 
strength but at the same time does not impact adversely the disintegration time. In order to 
determine what might present as the optimal concentration it is first necessary to establish a 
measurement technique that can quantify the degree of crystallinity in each formulation. DSC 
is used routinely for crystallinity determinations in solids but for amino-acids this is not 
possible owing to the fact that the melting endotherm co-exists with the degradation 
endotherm.  
Aim In this study, the degree of amino acid crystallinity in gelatin/amino acid based RDTs was 
investigated using terahertz pulsed spectroscopy. Three amino acids were investigated: 
alanine (89 g mol-1), serine (105 g mol-1), proline (115 g mol-1). The order of decreasing 
hydrophobicity of the amino acid residue is proline > serine > alanine. In simple aqueous 
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solution, the solubility follows the order proline (162 %w/v at 25 °C), followed by alanine (17 % 
w/v at 25 °C) then serine (5 % w/v at 25 °C).  
Hypotheses One might expect that the degree of crystallinity in the final product, i.e. the 
freeze-dried solid matrix of gelatin and amino acid, would follow the inverse of the rank order 
aqueous solubility, viz. serine > alanine > proline. It is also expected that the crystalline 
component would inevitably form during the freezing stage of the freeze-drying process, 
whereby much of the free water supporting the solubility of the amino acid would be removed 
through the formation of ice. 
However, this hypothesis ignores the potential impact of specific interactions between the 
amino acid and gelatin. There might be a counter argument based on the hydropathy index 
whereby, on freezing, the most hydrophobic amino acid (alanine) would be expected to 
crystallise to the lesser degree from a co-solution with gelatin when compared with a simple 
aqueous solution. This is because the hydrophobic amino acid-gelatin interaction will increase 
the both solubility of the amino acid and the propensity for the amino acid to remain in 
solution during freezing. 
Methods The three amino acids were studied by terahertz pulsed spectroscopy (in the 
frequency band 0.1 to 3 THz; 3 to 100 cm-1), both in the pure crystalline form (as received from 
the manufacturer) and in the form of a co-freeze-dried matrix with gelatin. Freeze dried amino 
acid/gelatin formulations (in solid fraction ratios of 10:90; 30:70; 50:50; 70:30) were prepared 
in accordance with an optimal regime developed for a HETO FD8 freeze-drier. Prior to 
terahertz measurement, each material was first formed in a pellet prepared by compaction 
with polyethylene (which is transparent to THz energy). Pellets with crystalline amino acids 
were manufactured in concentration of 2 to 20% amino acid in polyethylene. Pellets prepared 
from the freeze-dried amino acid/gelatin matrix were manufactured in a concentration of 10% 
freeze-dried material in polyethylene. Given that the solid fraction ratios of amino acid to 
gelatin were 10:90; 30:70; 50:50; 70:30, then the final concentration of amino acid in the 
pellets of freeze-dried material translates to 1%, 3%, 5% and 7%. Following a short study to 
develop the optimal method of sample preparation, a calibration model was developed based 
on partial least squared regression (PLSR) and used in all subsequent analysis of THz spectra, 
whether acquired from the pure crystalline material or the freeze-dried material. 
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Results Each pure crystalline form of amino acid displayed one or two resonance peaks at 
characteristics wave numbers, which were in general agreement with the literature (with 
alanine at 75 cm-1 and 85 cm-1; proline at 48 cm-1 and 66 cm-1; and serine centred on 67 cm-1). 
Generally, it was observed from the TPS spectra that the area under each absorption band (as 
determined by the PLSR method) had a linear dependence on the concentration of amino acid 
in the pellet, thereby providing the opportunity to create a calibration model for the 
crystallinity of the amino acid. Given that the position and shape of the principal absorption 
bands were independent of the form in which the amino acid was presented within the pellet 
(i.e. as the pure crystalline material or from the freeze dried matrix) then it seems reasonable 
to use the calibration model from the crystalline material to estimate the degree of 
crystallinity in the amino-acids which had been co-freeze-dried with gelatin. Limits of detection 
(LOD) and Limits of quantitation (LOQ) were estimated using formulae provided by the ICH Q2 
guidelines. These estimates showed that the LOD with this technology based on the data 
recorded for pelleted amino acid, were 0.557% for alanine, 0.615% for serine and 1.442% for 
proline. This indicates that TPS is quite sensitive for the determination of % crystallinity in 
amino acids at the low concentrations of interest. The corresponding LOQ values were 1.686%, 
1.864% and 4.369% respectively.  
Irrespective of the amino acid in question (viz. alanine, proline, or serine) all freeze-dried 
formulations containing 10% amino acid and 90% gelatin were found to have no cyrstallinity 
with respect to the amino acid component. On increasing the amino acid to 30% (thereby 
reducing the gelatin concentration accordingly to 70%) those formulations manufactured from 
alanine and proline still maintained their amorphous state whilst serine showed evidence of 
crystallisation behaviour. The latter may be inferred from the fact that the serine formulation 
displayed distinct absorption bands similar to what was recorded in the crystalline serine 
reference. Only on increasing the concentration of amino acid to 50% did the spectra of 
alanine display the distinct absorption bands of their crystalline reference counterparts whilst 
at this same concentration proline retained its amorphous character. 
The degree of crystallinity in serine and alanine was estimated using calibration models built 
from partial least square regression (PLSR). The degree of crystallinity in the 30% l-serine 
formulation was estimated to ~55% (n=3). In the formulation containing 50% l-alanine, degree 
of crystallinity was estimated to be ~62% (n=3) whilst at the same concentration, l-serine was 
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estimated to have been ~~97% (n=3) crystallised. Further increasing the concentration to 70% 
in l-alanine yielded an estimated crystallisation of 71% (n=3).  
Discussion Overall, one might consider an effective ‘solubility’ of the amino acid within the 
freeze-dried matrix to be derived from the degree of crystallinity quantified by terahertz 
spectroscopy. This work has shown a rank of proline > alanine > serine. Unsurprisingly, the 
same rank order exists for the aqueous solubility, with serine being the least soluble (~ 5 g ml-
1) and proline being the most soluble (~ 162 g ml-1). The impact of hydrophobic interactions 
between the amino acid and gelatin are therefore less dominant in defining the crystallinity of 
the amino acid within the freeze-dried material. 
The relevance of this project is that, whilst at 50% w/w and 70% w/w, l-serine and l-alanine 
respectively are capable of maintaining the mechanical integrity of amino acid based freeze 
dried RDTs, this may impact negatively on the disintegration time. In contrast, l-proline 
suspended in a gelatin matrix is less likely to crystallise indicating it has a high wetting profile. 
Thus, in a complex formulation of proline and alanine (or serine) with the optimum 
proportions, it is expected that the alanine or serine component will provide ideal mechanical 
properties whilst the proline component helps to enhance the disintegration time.  
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Appendix I 
Publication 1 – PharmSci Annual Conference 2010 
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Appendix II 
Terahertz Pulsed Spectroscopy modus operandi 
Terahertz radiation lies within the frequency range of 0.1 THz and 10 THz of the 
electromagnetic spectrum (Yao-Chun, 2011) located between microwaves and infrared 
radiation as shown below.  
 
The electromagnetic spectrum highlighting the position in the specturm where terahertz radiation is 
observed. Accessed from (Laboratory of Terahertz Spectroscopy, 2010) 
The relevance of terahertz radiation and how this could be useful tool in characterising 
pharmaceutical materials has also been reviewed (Chantry, 1971, Shen, Mantsch and 
Naumann). Previously, the generation of terahertz radiation has been generated from 
incoherent blackbody sources such as mercury arc lamp or from sources with temperatures 
≥10 K both of which proved to be insensitive when used at the terahertz frequency. As a result, 
sensitive cryogen cooled bolometers were required to detect the signals (Ikeda et al., 2010). 
The poor sourcing and environment created noisy spectra making the technology unattractive 
and hard to use in quantifying crystallinity and identifying polymorphic excipients. 
Recent advance in technology has seen development of better emitting sources and detectors 
(Ferguson and Zhang, 2002). The commercially available TPS technology is based on 
photoconductive switch. The photoconductive emitters produce broadband pulses in 
femtoseconds using ultrafast laser to excite biased Gallium Arsenide antenna (GaAs). The 
emitted power is distributed over a frequency range of about 0.06THz to 3THz. By adjusting 
the current density of the biased semiconductor in sub-picosecond timescale, the 
photoconductive antenna produce pulsed terahertz emissions.  The change in current density 
occurs as a result of altering the carrier density through a femtosecond laser illumination and 
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increasing the rate of light generated carriers in an external electric field. A similar 
photoconductive antenna circuit is employed for coherent terahertz radiation detection. A 
current equivalent to terahertz electric field is measured by gating the photoconductive gap 
using a femtosecond pulse attuned to terahertz emission.  To obtain the amplitude of the 
terahertz wave, a varied optical path length to a receiver is used so that the terahertz time 
domain can be measured. The typical waveform of a material is as shown  
 
Typical terahertz waveform of pharmaceutical materials indicating the Fresnel peak and the First 
Reflected peak. 
 




Schematic representation of the geometry of TPS. Bottom left is the TPS 3000 equipment used. Diagram 
copied from (Teraview Limited, 2009) 
Fresnel peak 
First Reflected peak 
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The ability of terahertz radiation to probe lattice and hydrogen bond vibrations (Chantry, 1971) 
has made it a powerful tool fingerprint crystalline materials. In fact it has been suggested that 
an atomic level representation of amino acids and other biological molecule can be created 
using their terahertz spectra (Yamamoto et al., 2005). In a recent study (Walther et al., 2003) 
on polycrystalline saccharides, it was shown that a series of distinct absorption bands were 
observed whilst for amorphous sugars a broad, featureless absorption spectrum is observed. 
The ordered arrangements of molecules in crystalline materials lead to precise lowest 
intermolecular vibrational modes which are detected by terahertz technology. In a different 
study (Taday et al., 2003), it was also observed that two distinct terahertz spectra of ranitidine 
gydrochloride due to two different polymorphic forms can be easily observed with this 
technology.  
The terahertz pulsed technology has some major advantages when compared to the other 
types of analytical technologies. For instance, TPS technology is non-destructive and non-
ionizing to the sample when compared to the DSC technology. Unlike the near infrared 
technology, the terahertz absorption spectra shows the intermolecular vibrations that 
corresponds to motions linked with consistent, delocalized movements of large numbers of 
atoms and molecules and not overtones or combination bands of the fundamental mid infra-
red range. TPS has other modules (i.e. Attenuated Total Reflectance, Terahertz Pulsed Imaging 
and Terahertz Cryostat) attached to it depending on the users’ requirements. All of which has 
their specific advantages. For instance, the ATR module requires sample quantity of about 
10 mg – 15 mg and this sample can be in its raw state. 
Terahertz technology like any other technology has some associated drawbacks. The samples 
are mostly required in discs or pellets unlike the near infrared or the Raman spectroscopic 
technologies. During sample preparation, transient heating can affect alter the molecular 
characteristics of the samples. Especially in the case of TPS, this drawback can be avoided 
when using imaging or the ATR module. The sensitivity of the terahertz radiation is also 
affected by the presence of water molecules; hence the sample chamber requires longer 
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